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Know bis wants. He should be
watered early in the morning, then again
about twenty minutes before each meal
You like good wholesome food. Qon't
give your horse any old sort of grain.
Feed "good hay; in quantity according to
the size of the horse and the amount of
work he is required to do. Try about
thirteen to eighteen or nineteen pounds
and see how he likes it. Note results.
Bran mixed with cut feed daily is good.
The time for feeding is between tive
and six in the morning, then at noon,
aud again betweeu six and seven in the
evening, makiug the eveniug uieal the
heaviest. Cooked feed is not good and
will cause trouble, as will the feeding of
a tired or heated horse, like ourselves.
Would you like to come from your
labors and sit down to your meal in a
tired or a heated state? No. You would
take a rest tirst. The same is true with
first
your horse. Allow him to cool oft
and then colic and indigestion will be

prevented.

The food should always be served low,
(ireen feed should be
fed with the greatest kind of care.
We like luxuries, and a change—well,
apples, carrots aud so forth are luxuries for the horse and they will not hurt
him; he likes them fora change, while
a piece of rock salt always in reach will
work wonders for him. If possible let
him have a ten minute run in a pasture

especially hay.

every evening.
All in all your horse to be good and
well must be treated well, and at this
season especially, when he is so liable
to colds, chills and like diseases, caused
by weather changes: so it would be well
to watch your surroundiugs closely and
do for him what you would do for yourself. (tive hiiu good care.—New Englaud Farmer.
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Κ α η.s. is City,
Μυ., Juue 9.—With
of a
every «lay adding tu the certainty
better wheat crop throughout the winter wheat belt than was believed possible two months ago, the prospect of
high prices for that cereal seems lessened in the miuds of the western farmer.
But the estimates cannot be made uutil
it is known what the spring wheat area
uf the northwest will do, and that has
nut yet reached the point uf approaching maturity. The Oklahoma crop estimate remains at about eigheeen million
bushels; Kansas is credited with a
promise of around eighty million bushels, or 10 per cent less than last year.
It may vary a few million bushels up or
dowu from
this, depending un the
Nebraska
weather
during harvest.
a crop not much less than
also

promises

last year.
In view uf this condition so Dear tu
harvest it would be strange if the westfor higher prices,
was
ern uutluok
being naturally modified by local conWheat is moving to market
ditions.
mure freely than a month «go, farmers
cleaning their graneries in preparation
for the new thrashing. It is unlikely
that the new crop will commence to
move to market tafore the middle of
and there will doubtless be a free

July,
selling at present prices.

The opinion

of the west is that wheat is not likely to
advance materially in view of the rethe
ports of slackened business and of
fields.
generous prospect in the western
the northern
which
The manner in
spring wheat area comes forward will,
this
intiueuce
feeling mahowever,

Osborne Horse Rake, ι new Osborne
Tool Grinder, ι one horse mowing
machine, used one year, as good a» terially.
new, also a few tons of hav.
Some Terse Sentences.
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We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
AfcMOd à fw>M, So·* Pirk

Country

iu portions of Alabama. In the central
and eastern districts the plant continues
small, but is now growing rapidly. Boll
weevils are still numerous in south western and central cotton counties of Texae
and in some sections are doing considerable damage.
Farm Water

Supply.

Few farmers appreciate the advantages of a good water supply and make
no corresponding effort to obtain it.
For years we had depended upon a well
near the buildings that got dry about
three seasons out o( four in the months
when the water was most needed, and
then the stock had to be driveu to the
brook and water hauled in barrels for
household use. Last season I made an
effort to obtain a permanent supply and
was surprised with what little expense
it was obtained. A well nine or ten

To spend as much money as possible
wisely is economy.
A two-year-old heifer can be raised
for half the cost of a two-year-old steer.

The
procession cannot go further
back than the rear of it. The buttermaker cannot go any faster than the
man that tends the cow.
You can't afford to be ancient if you
expect to earn the modern dollar.
Anything is practicable that can profitably be put into practice.
New York State has lust $150,000,000
in 30 years in dépréciation of farms.

Take the

measure

and you will

profits.

tave

is bound to be educated.
Every
The only prublem is "Shall he be rightly

ur

wrongly educated?"
is the right

Education

relation be-

tween ideas, and things and men.
The progress uf the American farmer
from the Atlantic to the Pacific has been
a path of desulation, a waste of fertility.
rid of spending is privation.
To

get
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«HAFTEK XV.
ΓΤ Κ EE days after the sinking
of the Juno, the Mellish.
which had escaped in the
dark without pursuit from
the iiiH't, after witnessing the successful termination of the action between
the two sloops of war. was heading
ahout northwest by west for Massachusetts bay and Boston, with single
•fs in her topsails and close hauled

Τ

the starboard tack. Seymour's
had left him sutticlent discretion
is to his destination, but Boston being
llie nearest harbor held by the Americans. he had deemed it best to trj: to
make that port rather than Incur
furth't risk of recapture by making
the 1· tiger voyage to Philadelphia.
The weather had turned cloudy and
cold; there was a decided touch of
winter in the air. The men were muffled up in their pea Jackets, and the
or-

I

crs

little squad of prisoners, tramping up
nnd down, taking exercise and air under a strong guard, looked decidedly
uncomfortable, not to say disgusted,
with the situation.

It had been a matter of some difficulty to disarm the prisoners, especially the soldiers, and to feed and
properly exercise them; but the end
been
had
successfully arrived at
through the prudence and ability of
Seymour, who was well aided by Talbot and Wilton, and who profited
much by many valuable suggestions
born of the long experience of the old

boatswain.

On this particular afternoon, about
ten days before Christmas, the young
captain, now confident of carrying hie
prize Into the harbor, felt very much
relieved and elated by his apparent
command of the situation. He knew
what a godsend the ship's cargo, which
he and Tallot had ascertained to be
even mort» valuable than had been
represented, would be to the American
army. It might be said without exaggeration that the success of the great
cause depended upon the fortune of
that one little ship under his com-

north of us. You can't see her from
the deck yet," replied Wilton, flushing
with pride at tbe compliment.
Seymour sprang into the mltin rigcrossging and rapidly ascended to the
There he speedtrees. glass in hand.
of a
ily made out the topgallant sails
ship, having the wind on the

"Now, then. men. lay aloft and ^»ake
f.e reefs out of the topsails. Stand by
to loose the fore and main topgallant

Utils ms well."

what's wrong,
Seymour?"
said Talbot in surprise. "I rather expected we siiould be in Massachusetts
bay this evening, and here we are heading south again. Isn't that Cape Codthat blue haze yonder?
Why are we
leaving It? What's the matter?"
"Take the glass, man; there, aft on
You
the starboard quarter, a sail!
should be able to see her from the deck

"Why.

"The Radnor, mate? Are you quite
sure?"
"Bos'n, does a man live In a hell like
thnt for η year and a half and forget
how it looks? I'd know her umong a
thousand ships!"
"What's tlint you say. my man?"
eagerly asked Seymour, stopping suddenly. having caught some part of the
conversation as he was passing by.
"Why, that that 'ere ship Is the Radnor, sir."
Talbot and his men were busy with
the gun aft: no one heard but Seymour
and Pent ley.
"The Radnor! How do you know it.

man?"
"I served aboard her for eighteen
months, sir. 1 knows every line of
her. Ί int there spliced fore shroud,
the ρλ1'·!ι i:i the mainsail. ! put It on
myself, resides. I know her—I don't
know how—but know her I do. every
Curse her—saving your
hi irk In her.
honor's presence—I'm not likely to forget her! I was whipped'at the grating

"An English ship, of course—a frigate; we have no ships like that in these
waters or iu our navy_ either—more's

the pity."
"Whew! This. looks bad for us."
"Well, we're uot caught yet by a long
Bight, Talbot. A good many leagues
will have to be sailed before we are
overhauled, and there's many a slip
twist the cup and the lip, you know;
that old stale maxim Is truer on the
sea than any place else, and truer in a

chase too. A thousand thiugs may help
See, we are going
us or hinder her.
better now that the reefs are out and
the topgallant sails set, but it's a fearThey look
ful strain on our spars.
new; pray tiod they be good ones," he
continued, gazing over the side kit the
masses of green water tossed aside
from the bows and sweeping aft under

pitched frightfully, wallowing
through the water and smashing into

the waves with lier broad, fat bows
and making rather heavy weather of
it. In spite oi all this, however, the
chuse gained slowly upon them until
she was now visible to the naked eye
from the decks of the Mellish.
Seymour. full of anxiety, tried every expedient that his thorough seamanship
and long experience could dictate to
accelerate the speed of hie ship—rather a sluggish vessel ai best and now.
heavily laden, slower than ever. The
stream anchors were cut away and
then one of the bowers also; all the
boats save one. the smallest, were scut-

tled and cast adrift: purchases
got on all the sheets and halyards and
the sails hauled flat as boards and kept
well wetted down. Some of the water
tanks were pumped out to alter the trim
and lighten her. the bulwarks and rails
were partly cut away, and as a final
resort the maintop mast studding sail
was set; but the boom broke at the
iron, and the whole thing went adrift
in a few moments. Talbot, anxious to
do something, suggested the novel expedient of breaking out a fleldpiece
from the fore hold and mounting It on
tiie quarter deck to use as a stern
chaser. This had been done, hut the
frigate was yet too far away for it to
be of any service.
In spite of all these efforts they were
being overhauled slowly, but Seymour
still held on and did not despair.
There was one chance of escape. Right
before them, not a half leafcue away,
lay a long shoal known as George's
shoal, extending several leagues across
the path of the two ships.
Through
the#middle of this dangerous shoal
there existed a channel, narrow and
were
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He was familiar
of a certain size.
with Its windings. as was Bentley, as
they both had examined It carefully
In the previous summer with a view
to just such a contingency as now occurred. The Melllsh was a large and
clumsy ship, heavily laden and drawing much water; but he felt confident
that he could take her through the
At any rate, the attempt was
pass.
worth making, and If he did fall It
would be better to wreck her. he
thought, than allow her to be recapThe English captain either
tured.
knew or did not know of the shoal and
the channel. If he knew It. he would
have to make a long detour, for In no
case would the depth of water in the
pass permit a heavy ship, as was the
pursuing vessel, to follow them, and.

Save Katharine, lose the ship. Save
Love or
the ship, lose Katharine.
duty—which should it be? The man
was attacked In the two most powerful sources of human action. He saw
on one side Katharine tossed about by
the merciless waves, white faced with
terror, and stretching out ber hands to
him in piteous appeal from that angry
sea in the horror of darkness and
death. And every voice which epoke
to the human heart was éloquent of

CHAPTER XVII.

"77it' Radnor!

Ilnw do j/o« knnw itt"

till I was nearly dead Just for standing up fur this country on board of her.
and nie a free-born American too! I've
got her sign manual 011 my back and
her picture here, mid I'd give ail the
rest of my life to see her smashed and
sunk and feel that I'd had some hand
in the doing of it. Aye, I know her!
Could u man ever forget her?" continued the seaman, turning away, white
with passion and shaking ills list in
convulsive rage at the frigate, which
made a handsome picture in spite of
all. Seymour's face was as white as

Thompson's

was.

Why.
"The Radnor! The Radnor!
that's the ship Miss Wilton is on. Ob,
Bentley, what can be done now?" be
said, the whole situation rising before
"If we lead that ship through
him.
the pass it means wreck for her.
Dncres, who commands the Radnor, is
a new man 011 this station, and if we
don't try the pass this ship is cap-

tured and our country, our cause, receives a fatal blow! Wus ever a man
in such a situation before?"
Bentley looked at him with eyes full

"We are approaching the
of pity.
shoal now, sir. and unless we would
be 011 it we will have to bring the ship
by the wind at once."

This, at least, was a respite. Seyglanced ahead and at once gave

mour

the necessary orders. When the course
was altered it became necessary to
take in the fore and main topgallant
sails on account of the wind, now blowing a half gale and steadily rising.
The speed of the ship, therefore. Was
unfortunately sensibly diminished, and

she was soon pitching and heaving 011
the starboard tack, much to the astonishment of Talbot and the crew, who
were ignorant of the existence of the
shoal, and the latter of whom could
see no necessity for the dangerous alUTJJIMIII

III

lilt*

UMirar.

χ

1117,

minute»,

of course. s:iid nothing. and Talbot,
whose ignorance of seamanship did
not qualify him to decide difficult questions. after a glance at Seymour's
stern, pale face decided to ask nothing

about It.
This present course being at right
angles to that of their pursuer, whom
neither Seymour nor Hefltiey doubted
to be the Radnor, would speedily bring
the two ships together.
They had

a small but precious advantage,
however, as the frigate, apparently as
much surprised by the unexpected maneuver as their own men. had allowed
some moments to elapse before her
helm was shifted and the wind brought
on the other quarter. The courses of the
two ships now intefsected at an angle
of perhaps seventy degrees, which
would bring them together In a short

gained

large
time.
quarter apparently and slowly coming
The people on the Melllsh could plaininto ^lew. He subjected her to a long
aud careful scrutiny, during which the aided by tin· darkness rapidly closing ly hear the drums of the frigate, now
heads of her topsails rose, confirming down, the Melllsh would be enabled to almost in range, beating to quarters.
his first idea that she was a ship of escape.
They were near enough lo count the
war and, if so. without doubt one of
If the English captain were a new gun ports—it was indeed a heavy frigShe was coming down
the enemy.
man on the station and unacquainted
ate—thirty-six; Just the rating of the
steadily, and if the two vessels contin- with the existence of the shoal, as was Radnor. Talbot had made ready his
ued on their present courses they most
likely—well, then he was apt to tieldpiece, and in a moment the heavy
would pass each other within gunshot lose his
ship and all on board of her boom of the gun echoed over the wato
not
a
thing
few
hours,
a
lu
distance
The shot fell a little short, but
he chased too far and too hard. The
if

struction.

"Give us arms, give us raiment." they
seemed to say» "You had the opportunity and you threw it away for love.
What's love—to liberty?"
And every incentive which awakens
the soul of honor in men appealed to
him then. Behind him stood tbe destinios of a great people, the fate of a
great cause. On him they trusted, upon
his honor they had depended, and bofore him stood a woman. He saw her
again as he had seen her before on
tbe top of the bill on that memorable
night In Virginia. What had she said?
"If I stood in the pathway of liberty
for one single instunt I should despise
the man who would not sweep me
ashle without a moment's hesitation."
"O Katharine, Katharine!" he groaned In spirit, pressing his hands upon
his face in agony, while every breaking wave flung the words "duty and
honor" Into his face and every throb
of his beating heart whispered "lovelove."

Seymour?"

and

between lus love una nie country. If
be held on wbeu be reached the moutb
of the channel and passed it by, the
capture of tbe ship was absolutely inevitable. If be went through the channel and enticed the English ship after
him, tbe death of his sweetheart was
likewise apparently inevitable.
Chasing with the determination
shown by the English captain, who
had his topgallant sails still set, and
with the little warning he would have
of tbe existence of the shoal, owing to
tbe rapid closing of the day, the frigate would have to attempt tbe channel
and in that way for that ship lay de-

her. And then on the other side there
stood those grim and frozen ranks,
naked men.
those gaunt, hungry,
They, too. stretched out hands to hlfh.

now.
Can you make her out?"
"ΥΛ«. by heaven, it's a ship, and a
large one too! What is It, think you.

the counter in great swirls.
The spars and rigging of the Mellish
were indeed fearfully tested, the masts
buckling and bending like a strained
bow. The wind was freshening every
moment, and there was the promise of
a gale in the lowering sky of the gray
afternoon. The ship felt the increased
pressure fnom the'additional sail which
hail been made, and her speed had materially Increased, though she rolled

NUMBER 26.

:

ters.

HERE were two entrances to
the channel, lying perhape a
half mile apart, the tirst the
better and more practicable,
and certainly, with the frigate rapidly
drawing near, the safer. They were
almost abreast of the first one now.
Bentley, who had been observing bltn
keenly, came up to hlui.
"We are almost abreast the lirst pasa.
Mr. Seymour," he said respectfully.
Seymour turned as If he had been

τ

struck. Was the decision already upon
him? He could not make It.
"We—we wiy try the second. Bent-

ley."

"Sir," said the old man. hesitating
and yet persisting, "tbe frigate is coining down fast: we may not be uble to
make the second pass."
"We will try the second, nevertheless." said the young man Imperatively.
"But. Mr. John"—
"Silence, sir! When have you bandied words witli me before?" shouted
Seymour In a passion of temper. "Go

forward where you belong."
The old man lohked at him steadily.
"When, sir? Why. ever since I took
you from your dead futher's arms near
Oh. sir, I know
a score of years ago.
what you feel, but you know what you
It's not for me to tell you
must do.
your duty," said the old man. laying
heavy emphasis upon that tallsmanic
word "duly." which seems to appeal

more powerfully to seamen than to any
other class of men. "Love Is a mighty
thing, sir. I know it; yes. even I." he
went on with rude eloquence, "ever
since I took you when you were a little
lad and swore to watch over you and
care for you and make a man of you—
aye, and I've done it, too—and tbe love
nf u-niinm tliev unv is stroilircr tllll!)

the love of man. though of that 1 know
nothing; but bonor and duty are above
love, sir. and upon your honor and your

doing your duty

our

country depend».

Yes. love of woman, Mr. Seymour, but
before that love of country. and now."
said the old man mournfully, "after
twenty years of—of friendship, if I
may say it, you order me forward like
But that's neither here nor
a dog.
there If you only save the ship. Oh,
Mr. John, in five minutes more you
must decide.
See"—pointing to the
frigate—"how she rises! Think of it.
Think of it once more before you
Jeopard the safety of tills ship for any
Honor, sir, and duty—it's laid
woman.

I cure nothing for your chlidifb love
affair». She is mine, if I may believe
her words, as is jhe letter which you
have bandy read. You will return It to
me at once or I shall have it taken

from you by force."
"I give you the lie, sir, here and
now!" shrieked Talbot, laying his hand
upon his sword. "It Is not true; she la
mine. As for the note—I keep It!"
Seymour controlled himself by a violent effort and looked around for some
of his men. Wilton and Bentley had
come aft In great anxiety, and the
whole crew were lookiug eagerly at
them, attracted by the aroused voices
and the passionate attitude of the two
men. For a moment the chase was for-

his friend.
"Hush. Philip! This man limits your
sister. I am defending lier honor."
The lad hesitated a moment; discipline was strong iu bis young soul.
"That is my duty—Mr. Seymour," he

said.

Seymour turned swiftly upon him.
"What are you doing here, Mr. WilAll hands are called, are they
ton?
not? Your station is on the forecastle,
then, I believe," he said with de;idly
culm. "Oblige me by goiug forward at
sir."
"I can
"Co, Philip!" cried Talbot.
take care of tl'ls man."
"Aft here, two or three of you!" continued Seymour, his usually even voice
trembling a little. "Seize Lieutenant
Talliot! Arrest him! Take his sword
from liitn and hand me the letter lie
has iu ills hand, and then confine him

once,

In his cabin."
Two or three of the seamen came
running aft. Talbot whipped out his
sword.
"The first man that touches me shall
have this through his heart!" he saiu
tiercely. Kilt the seamen would have
made short work of him if it had not
been for the restraining hand of Bent-

ley.
"Gentlemen.·gentlemen!" be said.
"Out of the way.

Bentley!

Υοιι have

changed my plans once. 1 will not be
balked again. I am the captain of this
ship, and I Intend to be obeyed."
"'Tis well that Mr. Seymour is on
his ship and surrounded by bis bullies.
He dare not meet me man to man.

Would we were on
•vord to -sword.
You coward." screamed Tal•here!
bot. advancing toward him, "«hall I
strike youV"
"You will have It then, sir." said Sey"No man so
mour, at last giving way.
speaks to me and lives. Back, men!"
And, white with passion and rage, lie

drew bis own sword and spcang forNo less resolutely did Talbot
ward.
Their blades crossed and
meet him.
Hcutley
ran
against each other.
wrung bis hands in dreadful indécision. not knowing what to do; lie dared
not lay bands upon bis superior otllHut
cer. yet this eonibat must cease.
the ti«rce sword play, both men being
masters of the weapon, as was the
habit of gentlemen of that day, was

suddenly iuterrupted.
CHAPTER

XVIII.

BOOMING roar came down
upon them from the frigate,
which had tired a broadside,

A
m whistling

stalled you will wonder you ever delayed
the matter so long.—Cor. in Mirror and
Farmer.

Treatment for Sore Teats.
In a paper read before an Australian
agricultural society Mr. Davidson, secretary of the Millicent society, said:
"There are various remedies given for
curing sore and damaged teats. I have
noticed boric acid mentioned as good,
and having experimented with it Found
it a capital remedy. Of course, boric
acid is an anti-irritant as well as an

I S ilip. step below and ask Mr.
Talbot ·> c'Mue on deck at once. Bentley. th: t si-ems to be a frigate or a
heavy sloop going free. She will be
down on us in a few h'ours If we don't
change our course. Take a look at

teries of the frigate, they might escape;
If not—God help them all! thought Seymour desperately; for in that event he
resolved to run the vessel ou the rocky
edge of the shoal at the pass' mouth

think of her."
While the men were coming 011 deck
Bentley leaped into the mlzzen rigging
and ran up the shrouds with an agility
surprising in one of his gigantic figure
and advanced age. After a rapid sur"It's an
vey he came down swiftly.
English frigate and not a doubt of It.

they must

her, man." he said, handing him the
glass, "and let me know what you

painting

them with tincture

point

from which
on the
starboard tack. Some faraway lights
on Cape Cod had just been lighted,
which enabled Seymour to get hie
bearing exactly. He had talked the
upon the shoal at the

situation

come

over

by the wind,

quietly

with

Hentley,

and they had not yet lost hope of eshard
caping. The men had worked
variand faithfully, carrying out the

sir. and rising very fast."
Man the weather
"I thought so.
and
ous orders and lightening ship,
braces!
Up with the helm! Bear a now, having done all. some few were
hand now. my hearties! Now, then, all
iling, while the
lying about the deck
together! Brace in!" He himself set remainder hung ovci me rails gazing
who
short
the
crew,
to
a good example
at their |J*irsuer. One of the men, the
hastened to obey his rapid commands, sea
philosopher Thompson of the
by assisting the two seamen stationed Ranger's crew, finally went aft to the
aft fo brail In the spanker. In which lawho was
quarter deck to old Bentley,
bor he was speedily joined by Talbot, privileged to stand there under the
who had come on deck. Young Wilton circumstances, and asked if he might
Htid Bentley lent the same assistance have a look through the glass for a
forward, and iu an astouishiugly brief kiomeut ut the frigate.
time, considering her small crew, the

hands cannot be beaten. Scabs, warts,
and other troubles are often transferred
from the teats to the milker's hands,
hence a preventive is necessary. When
the cow's teats are washed before and
after milking with a solution of boric
acid all soreness, chaps, etc., will disthere were a
appear in a few days. As
few cows in every herd that suffered'
from sore teats, and consequently made
things uncoinfortably lively at milking
time, it is well worth trying. Warts on
the teats are another source of trouble.
They can generally be removed by an Melllsli, like the stranger, was going
application of castor oil, once daily, free with the wind on her quarter, her
which is preferable to use of scissors. best
point of sailing, her course now
Another simple and good application
making a wide obtuse angle with that

The tliuruugh work done by Com.
ifilman in stamping out the Brown
Tailed Moth can hardly be appreciated
for the dangers and ravage· of this pest
The work
are beyond comprehension.
the
is done and the state is free and
consists of
to whom they are
know
should
public
of Iodise.
indebted.—Maine Farmer.

and sink her.
They were rapidly drawing down

of the

approaching ship.

■

CHAPTER XVI.
YE, it's as I thought," he remarked, returning the glass
after a long gaze; "that's
the Radnor, curse her!"

gun
bring
ly because in order
bear on the chase It would have to luff
up Into the wind and thus lose valuable
distance, and also because the rapidity
with which the Mellish was being overhauled rendered It unnecessary, had
hitherto refrained from using its batThe chances of escape under
teries.

of paper was blown into the sea. The
spanker sheet was cut in two. and the
boom swept out to windward, knocking one of the men overboard. There
was neither time nor opportunity to
pick him up. and lie went to his death
unheeded.

the present conditions were about even
had It not been for the complication
Introduced by the presence of Katharine and her father upon the frigate.
Seymour was in a painful and frightful state of Indecision. What should
he do? The dilemma forced upon him
was one of those which Katharine had
foreseen, and of which they had talked
He, apparently, must decide

together.

Few are eiitirel; free from it.
It may develop so slowly as to cause
little If any disturbance during the whole
period of childhood.
It may then produce irregularity of the
Stomach and bowels, dyspepsia, catarrh,
and
marked tendency to consumption
before manifesting itself in much cutaneous
or

glandular swelling.

quite
It Is best to be sure that you
free from it, and for its complete eradication you can rely on

Hood's

continued, in rising beat.
Seymour, already unstrung by the
fearful strain he had gone through and
the frightful decision he would have
to make later 011—nay, had made after
words—was in no mood to be

Bentley's

catechised.

"I am not in the habit of answering
And I
such personal questions. sir.
recognize no right in you to so ques-

are

Sarsaparilla

T£e beat of all medicines (or all hupwre.

have It"
"Do you know. Mr. Seymour, that w#
have been pledged to each other since
childhood, that we have been lovera;
she is to be my wife? I love her and
she loves me. Explain this letter then."
She has
"It Is false, Mr. Talbot.
pledged herself to me—yes, sir, to m·.

V

Ι

"

*Β^'

8ey^our.

ïïy

could not look upon the catastrophe,
besides the exigency of the situation
demanded that he give his whole mind
to conning the ship tbrough thenarrow pass. Bentley himself assisted y
a young sailor. kept the helm; the oldest seaman had charge of the braces.
The wreck of the nilxzen topgallant
mast was allowed to hang for the près-

'°The

white water dashed about the

ship in sheets of foam. They were well
lu the brewers now. and the mont *'
norant eye could see the danger. One

false movement meant disasterfortl
shin for whose safety Seymour had
sacrificed so much. He did not make
To his disordered fancy Katharine s
white face looked up at him from
every breaking wave. He steeled hie

Γ

heart and gave his orders with as
much ease and precision as if it had
lieen a practice cruise. To the day of
f°r
1,1s death he could not η
ability to do so. He made a
figure standing on the horse block, his
hair flowing out in the wind, bis face
hie
deadly pale. calm, cool.
voice clear and even, but beard In
lhe he.nt of
pverv part of the ship,
the old sailor at the helm yeatned
toward him and the seamen «Hiked at
him as If he had been a demigod. He
never once looked back. but.from the

•Pl*n«|,£

eUjdjr.

cries of the men he could follow every
motion of the frigate behind him. The
frigate, the unsuspicious frigate, lia 1
followed the course of the transport
exactly and was coming down to the
a hurricane.
Tfllbot. hU quarrel forgotu-n for the
moment, ceased tiriiiK "n<>
all of the il en who could be spat.il
from their stations, looking aft at the
t rt»i icmi« low h ilniiun
^
l.ook at the frisrate.
"The frigate!
She's golu* to strike, sir:" cri.,1 one ..f

deadly r.x-k·; like

w,,l|

Hi., seamen excitedly-old
^l4·
who litiil
upon I»1*·
the
Now t!:cre
s,,. the Imnkers.
head yards. It won t do. it s «·»·· '«te.
Mv tiod. she strikes, she strikes. III
>e shot at her before she
have otic
loo*!" he shrieked, taking hasty aim
the loaded tieldpiece and touchthe priming. "Aye, and h t too.
Hurrah! Iftirrah! To Tophet with >e.
where ve belong, ye
••Silence aft!" shouted Seymour, in a
voice of thunder.
"Keep fast that
cun. and another cheer like that and

over

I put you In irons. Thompson.
The water in the front of the Mellisb

disappeared,

L'hatmcl.

The wind had risen until it
no humau

blew η heavy gale; no boat,
being, could live in such a

sea.

The

rushed over lier at every sweep,
ami she was fast breaking up before
them. Night had fallen, and darkness
at last enshrouded her as she faded out
of view. Λ drop of snow fell lightly
sailupon tUt,» cold cheek of the young
or, and the men gazed into the night
In silence, apl.iiled by the awful catasm>phe. Bentley, understanding it all,
waters

ax

Seymour's

urui,

cottuvuxs.]

The Siberian

CuMuck,

Tobolsk, where the Siberian Cossack
Is reared, is a well watered region, with
1.600 lakes, many of them of cousideriiI>le size.
.Many of the inhabitants
had their origin in the utilization of
the territory as a penal colony for EuThe people are still
ropean Russia.
of
very primitive, sheep being the unit
I'xehange in their barter system, «'utile breeding is extensively adopted,
:itid It is from this souree that the Russian army draws most of its horses for
service in the far east. These animals

small and hardy, not particular
food and capable of enduring
extreme heat and cold, but the load
they can take even on a level road is
only about îwhi pounds. The preparatory «-lass of the Co.»sacks comprises
lads from the jige of eighteen, who
The
undergo three years' training
Cossacks of the tirst ranks are enrolled from the age of twenty·-one for
lire

iiboffi

the lieutenant. "Lively! Aft here and
haul in the spanker! Brail up the foreDown, hard down with the
sail!

helm!"

There was another broadside from
the heavy guns of the frigate. Talbot
a
replied with his stern chaser, and
cloud of splinters showed that the Bhot
the
took effect, whereat the men at
and then
gun cheered and loaded,
crash went the uiizzen topgallant mast
above their heads.

"Lively, men!" shouted Seymour,
or
"we must get on the wind again

lost"
"Breakers on the starboard bow!"
shrieked the lookout on the forecastle
suddenlv. "Breakers on the port bow!"
we are

all serve
ii period of twelve years, and
in
for ii further period of live years
bethe reserves, the age of discharge

ing, therefore, thirty eight.

The Cnleiulitr < uleuInlIon·.
Caesar's reformed calendar made the
too long—
year altout eleven minutes
that is, the solar year began eleven
minutes earlier each twelvemonth than
the calendar year. In 1ÛS2 l'ope Gregthe solar year
ory XIII. found that
had gained ten days on the calendar
this and to keep
year. He corrected
the two years more nearly together ordered that thereafter only centurial
years divisible by 400 should be leap
years. This calculation is this: By adding eleven minutes regularly to the
year, at tbe end of a century the legal
calendar has had one more day than
the solar calendar. By giving up the
additional day of leap year in three
centurial years the legal calendar has
at tbe end of three centuries nearly
one day less than tbe solar calendar.

This difference is corrected by having
an extra day In the fourth centurial
The arrangement is so nearly
year.
exact that the two years differ by only
oue day In 8,323 years.

"Right, sir! I find a letter in yonr
possession with words of love in it
from my betrothed, α note plainly
meant for me and which has b«en
withheld. How comes it so?"
"And 1 repeat, sir, I have nothing to
of my
say except to demand the return
letter Instantly. It is mine, and I will

sl,ri11

Bentley raised bis hand and kept
"Too lato sir for
the wheel «toady.
that." he cried, "we are In the |>a.
>"
(,od help us now, sir.
look to the ship, sir; look to the ship.
The young officer sprang back on the
hors.· block, hie soul tilled with horror.
So fate bad decided for him at last,
and duty, not love, had won the n-lgbty
A tlilrd broadside passed baruijjanie
over the ship, doing little damage. the rough weather making aim-

[to

tion me."

Scrofula
eruption

One unconscious inspection sufficed
to put him In possession of" the contents. "Where did you get this note,
sir?" he exclaimed, his face flushing
with Jealousy and sudden suspicion.
"It is mine. I am the one she loves.
How came it in your possession?" be

:1

"Breakers «hewl·
■■
J lowu. l ::ril dowu-with the Mm.
Bentley," said Seymour. himself f. ringing over to assist the old man at the

saying softly:

me!" he cried.
"Amen," said Bentley, his face working with grief, yet Iron in Its determination und resolution.
Seymour turned on his heel and
while
sprang aft, bringing his hand the
As he did so his
up to his heart.
lingers instinctively went to the pocket
of his waistcoat and sought the letter
he carried there. He took It out half
mechanically and glanced at the familiar writing once more, when a sudden gust of wind snatched it out of
his hand und blew it to the feet of Tal-

"Why, it's from Katharine!"

r'

laid his hand lightly on

upon you; you must do it—they come
before everything."
Seymour looked at the old man ten:ΐϋ
by lb»*
derly and then giv ·. « :
hand. "You are riglic. old Iriend. Forgive my rough words. I will do It. It
kills me, but I will do it—the country
first of all. Ο (Jod. pity me and help

the

11

terror.

suddenly became darker, the breakers
the ship was In deep
sea be
which was followed presently water again; she had the open
of sbot over their fore her and was through the channel.
by the
-We are through the pass, sir,' said
heads» Great rents were seen in tiin
to
fell
Biatley.
of
gear
running
canvas, pieces
"I kuow it." answered Seymour at
the deck, there was a crashing, rending
"I suppose there is no use beatsound, and a part of the rail left stand- last.
back around the shoal, Bentley t
ing abaft the iitlzy.cn shrouds smashed ing
Into splinters and drove inboard under be said tentatively.
"No use: no use. and. besides, in this
the impact of a heavy shot.
wind
we could not do it. and. sir, you
the
at
ninn
the
struck
One splinter
live in such a sea.
helm in tl.<> side; he fell with a shriek know nothing will
sir.
and lay while and still by the side of Look at the englishman now,
Int.
The captain turned at last.
the w Intel, which, no longer restrained
Ail
frigate \vas a hopeless wreck.
by bis bam!, spun round madly. An
of lier masts hail gone l>y the
other splinter Lit the sword ··>' Talbot, thrre
she had run full ou tin· rocky
breaking the blade and swell ing if board;
the shoal at the mouth of the
from his hand, and the unlucky scrap ledge of

be permitted under any circumstances
resolved itself Into this: If was In good line. Much encouraged, bot.
Talbot whipped nut hi* sirnril.
deep was dug and a lead pipe, if it could be avoided. He continued problem
letter!" cried Seymour Impulthe Mellish could maintain her distance the men hastened to load the piece
"My
three-fourths inch size, was laid to the
Seymour dropped hie sword, every
his inspection a moment longer and from the
pursuer until it was necessary again, while the Mcllish crept along, sively.
farm buildings, about thirty rode away.
instinct of a sailor aroused, and sprang
to
descended
the
glass,
to itto come by the wind for a short tack all too slowly for the eager anxiety of
The soldier courteously stooped and
The eutire cost was less than $200, and then, closing
to the horse block. The ship, left
the deck with all speed by sliding down and still have sutlicient space and time her
at the |
we now have what appears to be a percrew, toward the mouth of the picked it up and glanced down
before the wind.
off
fell
rapidly
self,
manent supply for all usee at the house thp luH'k stjiv
left to enable her to run up to the channel, of which most of them, how- open scrap mechanically as he exBentley Jumped to aelze the helm.
and barn. The interest on the cost of
"Forward, there:" he shouted. "Call mouth of the channel without being
The frigate, part- tended his band toward Seymour: then
"Flow the head sheets there!" cried
is
ttie water system
trifling compared the otîi >r watch, and be quick about sunk or forced to strike by the bat- ever, knew nothing. to
cried:
he
to
a
next moment
it!

Ills voice ι a»

fraught with

ing uncertain. Again the fleidp ece κgotten.
piled. Seymour never turned Ms tod
"Oh. Hilary!" said Philip, addressing In I bo dlBHtion o( tUe trlwite. He

feet

for
of a farmer's mind antiseptic, and as a sanitary measure
the measure of his washing the cow's teats and milker's

man

?ôw™end

Author of "The Grip of Honor." "The Southerners.'
"Sir Henry Morgan. Buccaneer." "A
Doctor of Philosophy," Etc.

ing condition.
"Well. Mr. Wilton." lie said tu that
A further improvement in cotton Is
of bis responsibiligenerally indicated throughout the belt. young officer, proud
Where
In portions of Louisiana, Texas and ties. "you keep a good lookout.
Oklahoma, however, fields are becoming away is the sail reported?"
foul, while the crop is in need of rain
"iiroad off the weather bow, sir. due

supply

Picture Frames
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For Love of

mand. Talbot had properly classified
and Inventoried the cargo according to
Washington. June 14.—The Weather
to make imBureau's weekly summary of crop con- orders and was prepared
mediate distribution of it upon the ardition is as follows:
In the central and western (ïulf States rival In port. Both of the young men
favorable temperature prevailed during were as happy as larks, and even the
the week ending June 13, but elsewhere thought of their captured frleuds did
east of the Kooky Mountains and on the not disquiet them as it might under
North Pacific coast complaints of inless fortunate circumstances, for among
sufficient heat are quite general, while
the captives on the Mellish was a Colohot northerly winds have caused further
nel Seaton of the hlghlanders, whom
injury to nearly all crops in California.
for
There has been too much rain in por- they trusted to be able to exchange
tions of Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Colonel Wilton, and they did not doubt
Kansas and Nortti Dakota, and also over in that case that Katharine would rethe northern portions of the Middle turn with her father.
Atlantic States and New England, while
While indulging themselves In these
lack of moisture is beginning to be felt
the
dreams, natural to young men
of
rosy
and
Ohio
iu the
portions
Valley
lake
elation of spirit consequent upon
and
the
In
upper
upper Mississippi Valley
regiog. In these last named districts, the events of their short and exciting
however, the conditions were very favor- cruise— the capture and successful ceasable for farm work.
cal*4 of the transport, the apparent
Throughout the central valleys and surance of bringing her in, aad the
Middle Atlantic States corn has made
daring and brilliant night uction which
slow growth, and in Kansas and Nehad witnessed—they had neither
braska much of the crop is still weedy, they
ventured to touch upon the
although it is in <μι improved state of cul- of them
tivation. In Iowa, Missouri, Illinois and subject uppermost in each heart—the
Indiana fields are generally clean, but love each bore for Kathariue—and the
in the Middle Atlantic States rains have subject still remained a sealed book
In Texas between them. The cruise was not yet
interfered with cultivation.
a good yield of corn is now assured, and
over, however, and fate had in store
the crop is promising elsewhere in the for them several more exciting occurSouthern States.
rences to be faced. Seymour, often aciu ·» wlinln
winter wheat continues
Talbot, and \\ IIton. alto advance favorably, a general improve- companied by
kept
ment being indicated in the Ohio Val- ways accompanied by Bentley,
brief cruise of
ley and Middle Atlantic States. Some watch and watch on the
of
injury is reported, however, by Hy from 1 the transport. Shortly after midday
Indiana and from overflows in Kansas, the tl.ird day. about three bells in the
and harvest has been interrupted by ! afternoon watch, or half after 1 o clock,
rains in Northern Texas and Oklahoma.
Seymour, whose watch below It was,
has begun in southeastern1
Harvest
was called from the cabin by old BentMissouri and southern Texas, and some
who informed him that a suspiwheat is ready for harvest in southern ley,
cious sail had been seen hull down to
has
soil
wet
where
prevented
Kansas,
Wilton iiiiii uesireu
commencement of this work. Wheat the northeast. and
he inharvest is nearly finished in the South tlmt liis couimaincliiijf officer
Seizing a glass and
formed of it.
Atlantic aud East Gulf States.
Spring wheat continues to make satis- springing to liis feet, be hastened on
factory progress, and is in very promis- dec!;.

with its value. I am writing this to induce other readers of your paper who
and see
RE- are short of water to investigate
what can be done. When some system
CEST VT. U.UKYME.N'8 MEETING.
to
unfailing water has been in-

Curtis.
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Crops Generally Doing Well.'

horse.

sire that pro-

a

OF

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.

—

Farmers and prices.

Has Colts

IMPORTANT BULLETIN

The Maine Experiment Station is now
mailing Bulletin No. 102. containing the
results of the analysis of the samples of
commercial feeding stuffs collected by
the station inspectors as well as those
A Talk About Horses.
sent in by station correspondents during
the fall and winter of 1903-Ό4.
HOW
TO
ΚΚΚΙ»
AND
WATER.
KIND
The station again urges the users of
this class of goods to draw samples and
ΓΚΕΑΤΜΚΤΓ AIM'HKC'IA TKD.
send them to the station for prompt and
free analysis, as only in this way can
the
horse
is
about
Plainly speaking,
feeders get the fullest benefit of the prothe most useful of any animal. Man's
visions of the law.
best helper, and for this reason he should
In the fall of 1S99 the state was Hoodbe given the best of care. Think of
ed with low grade, adulterated wheat
You
him as you would of yourself.
brans and mixed feeds. Because of the
know your own habits and needs, then
given to these fraudulent
if you have a horse you should have » publicity the
and
co-operation of the best
thorough knowledge of his habits and goods
of the large dealers, they have quite
needs writes Wiu. Somerville, V. S., in
largely disappeared, or are sold under a
the Live Stock Journal.
proper guarantee.
is
to
learn
The tirst thing
proper
There is so much profit in selling
feediug and watering, and in the tirst ground corn cobs, broom corn and other
rules are regularity, common sense and
valueless materials at the price of-wheat
a judgment of the kind and amount of
bran that the consumer must ever be on
The horse is the best
food to give.
the watch against this fraud. The
amount
of
of
the
water.
judge
safest thing is to buy only well known,
After watering feed the bulky food
reliable brands of this class of goods.
; such as hay, leaving the grain or mass If consumers will see to it that all
foods until the last, remembering that of this class of feed which they buy
the amount of work a horse does makes
carries the name of the miller, there will
He should
a difference in his appetite.
be little likelihood of their being debe fed with the object of supplying beat
I
frauded. In case of any doubt, any
and muscle or streugth in view and
resident of Maine is invited to mail a
The
not to put on abundance of fat.
An analysis will
to the station.
horse that is stabled or coulined and sample and the results
be made
reported prompthas to work at all times cannot of course
ly and without charge.
get natural ft>od, that is grasses. ThereThe crops grown upon the farm are
he requires a nourishing fo«>d.
fore
rich in carbohydrates and poor in proThere are mixed feeds on the market
tein. Clover will help supply the needand one or two of them are excellent to
ed protein, and home grown grains will
use in your feeding and they are safe.
help out toward a balanced ration. But
Hay. grass, oats, corn, barley, beans, rye, after growing all the food that can be
peas, bran, linseed, carrots, turnips, produced economically on the farm, the
apple* and potatoes are the general dairyman will usually find that he needs
foods. Oats is the best grain food, next
to supplement the home grown food by
is corn anil they are improved to a great
the purchase of concentrated commerOf the latter,
extent if fed crushed.
cial feeding stuffs.
as
it
is
not
much
too
good,
however,
As the farm produces or can be made
produces little hard muscle and supplies to produce all the starch, sugar and
heat and fat. The season makes a dif- fibre that are needed, it is not necessary
ference when feeding corn. As stated to
take these constituents into account in
it produces heat; therefore more should the
purchase of supplementary food
be fed in wiuter than in summer.
materials. While they have a part, and
Your horse should have pure water, a
is pronecessary part, in the ration, it
given from a clean bucket or trough. tcine that is needed to supplement the
in
and
never
be
Ice water should
given,
home grown foods, hence the cost per
winter water should be heated to tike
pound of the proteine in a given feeding
on
a
Before
the chill off.
jour- stuff
starting
is of more importance than the ton
a
must
have
driuk,
horse
good
ney a
A ton of cottonseed meal costs
price.
be
should
he
the
but during
journey
more than a ton of oat feed, but the proas
small
in
water
quantities,
only
giveu
tein in the former costs less than four
he is liable to sickness if allowed to cents a
pound, and ten or more in the
drink too much or while in a heated other.
condition. Oatmeal water is very beneBulletin No. 102 will be sent free to
ficial to a tired or exhausted horse.
all residents of Maiue who apply to the
A horse is like ourselves. We have
Experiment Station, Orono,
The tirst thing in the morn- Agricultural
our likes.
Me.
So with the
drink.

ing
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Commercial Feeding: Stuffs.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

JoSKS,

Democrat.

Oxford

The

SCOTTS EMULSION won't make

a

hemp
straight, neither will it make
a short leg long, but It feeds soft bone
and heal* diseased bone and is among
the few genuine means of recovery In
rickets and bone consumption.
Scad for free jampk.
SCOTT 4 BOWNR, Chemi.u,
N*w York.
Petri
Street,
«■Mil
foc.»o4 fi-oo; all drafgiaU.
back

\

I

When He Get· It.

mamma give you anything for being a good boy? TommyNo, mum; she gives It to me when I
ain't.

Visitor—Does

PI em 17 of Trial·.
Billions —Life is full of trials. Cyttlcus—Yes. but there are not half enoogh

convictions.-Philadelphia Record.

THK OXFORD BEARS.

ICSTABLISHKO ltfitS.

She

democrat/

Cteford

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Pari· lUll.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JUNE 2$,1904.

ATWOOD

A

Editor· iad

FORBES,1

Proprietor·.

Gkokok M. ATWOOD.

A. E. Fokhi

IN AU

*.

Baptist Church. Bev. H. H. Bishop,
Preaching every Suaday at II A. M.
Suivl*y School at IS a. T. P. 8. C. K. Sunday
afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at 7 A)
r. M.
Piayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 3D.
Covenant Meeting the last rrl 'ay before
the 1st Sunday of the month at 3 30 p. m. All
Pint
Pastor.

othe wise connected are cordially Invited.
cnurcn, Bev. J. 11. Little. Pastor.
Prea hlng service every Sunday at 1LA. M.
School
at U M.
Sunday

uot

Cnlveraallst

—Φ1.5*» a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise f-'.υυ a year. Single copie· 4 cento.

Ttuu

Mr. B. VanWagenen and family of
Sew York, who have taken Mrs. Snow's
place, "( runs Koads," for the summer,
arrived Friday. Mr. VanWagenen is a
er·.
member of the tirm of Dodu, Mead A
New type, faet presse», steam
Jo· Piujiti.no
power, experienced workmen and low price· Co., the well known New York publishcombine to make this department of oar busi- ers.
The family will be a valuable addiness complete an<l popular.
tion to the social life of Paris Hill and
a cordial welcome U extended to them.
Coming Events.
Prentiss Cummings, Esq., of Boston,
June'£). —Republican elate gubernatorial con- is one of the men who deserves credit
for having added much to the attractions
vention, Bangor.
July 1.— Republican county convention. South of Paris Hill. In the complete reetoraParle.
of the Buttertield stand, purchased
July S.— Democratic co inly convention. South tion
Parle
by him last year, Mr. Cttmroings will
Water
state
Democratic
convention,
14—
July
have, w heu fully completed, one of the
ville.
finest country places in this section. Mr.
Cummings has named his place "The
For President:
Owl's Nest," and two finely carved owls
have during the past week alighted over
the front entrance; symbolical, we presume, of the wisdom of the owner in his
Of New York.
selection of a summer home.
Miss Wilma Perham of Washington,
D. C., joined her parents here last TuesFor Vice-President:
day. Ex-(Jo*jjruor Perham and Miss
W.
Fannie Perham stopped over to attend
commencement exercises at Westbrook
Of Indiana.
Seminary, coming to Paris the last of
the week.
REPUBLICAN COUNTY
student at
a
Miss Helen Thorne,
The Republican voter* of the County of Uberlin
Oberlin, Ohio, joined
College,
to
are
of
Maine,
«ht>i-»te
In
requested
Oxtord,
Mer parents at Ο. Λ. Thayer's last week.
meet at the Court House at South Parie, on Fri•lay, the let 'lav of July, A. D. 1*4, at 10 o'clock M iss Thorne made many friends during
of
nominating her
lu the forenoon, for the purpose
stay here last summer who are jjlad
be
candidates for the following county offices, to
of her return.
to wit
supported at the September election, Probate.
Mrs. K. 11. Jackson entertained a party
Senator, Judge of Probate, Register of
County Treasurer, Countv Attorney, one Countya with "Hearts" at her home Friday from
Aleo to chooee
Commissioner, and Sheriff
Ân enjoyable occasion.
15*Λ I three to six.
Republican County Committee for the y earn
1
The next Universalist circle will be at
and l&t»;.
The basis of repreeenlallou will l-e as follow*
Academy Hall, Friday evening, July 8th.
Em ii town and lantatloii organize*! forelectlou
ami Further particulars next week.
nurpoees will be entitle·! to one te legale,
candl
for
the
The
Universalist quarterly church
Republican
Tor each 75 votes caet
•late for Governor In lHtni au additional delegate, meeting will be held at Mrs. Marble's
75
of
excess
votes
In
of
4·'
a
traction
and for
uext Friday afternoon.
votes an additional delegate.
The service at the Universalist church
The Republican County Committee will be in
Court
the
at
room
session at the grand jury
next Sunday
morning will be approHouee at South Parle, at o'clock on the mornto Fourth of July.
There will be
lng of the convention, for the purpoee of receiv- priate
λ praise service in the evening followed
ing the credentials of delegates.
to
be
to
In
order
participate
eligible
Delegates
by communion.
In the convention must be elected subsequent to 1
~Kev. E. A. Davis, State Missionary,
the dale of the call for this convention
Committee
Per order Republican County
occupied the Baptist pulpit Sunday and
H H HASTINGS, Chairman
will supply here again next Sunday.
ΑΚΤΗ Γ Κ Κ KoRBES, Secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Young of Portland and
Date·! at South Parle, Maine, May 9, IS»*.
Miss Moore and Mrs. Cony of Calais,
who have been at James L. Chase's, reNSW ADVERTISEMENTS.
turned home last week.
Franklin Robbins has greatly improvCircus at Norway.
ed his
Lawn W rapper*.
residence, recently bought of
independence Day.
Hiram Kawgon, by painting.
4th.
July
Miss Una P. Taylor goes soon to
Haying Toole
Mowing Machine OH.
Chautauqua Lake, X. Y., where she will
Many Children are Sickly.
cake a course io library work.
To Let.
The family of Arthur Hunt of PortNot a Patent Medicine.
land were at the Hubbard House last
Probate Notices.
Probate Appointment»— CM»j.
week.
Galvanized Pal le
Mrs Alouzo Brown is at the hospital
Harvesting Macbluery.
at Lewiston for treatment.
Notice.
Bankrupt's Petition for DischargeThomas «It Shaw are to open a barrel
Fireworks.
tactory at the old aled factory building.
Ladles furnishing House.
tiras.- tor Sale.
Following ia a complete list of all acNotice.
cessions to the library since the publicar
Parker's Hair Balsam.
tion of the last list :
Advlki

All levai advertisement»
given three consectlve Insertion· for #1.50
per Inch In length of column. Special coutracte
ma<le with local, transient aa<l yearly advertle
μκιικντμ

—

are

—

Theodore

Charles

Roosevelt,]
Fairbanks,
CONVENTION.

W«et Paris.
Arthur Lewi·' Mann, the notice oil
whose death was in &st week's Democrat, wa# the elder son of Lewis M. and
Mary (Towne) Mann and was born ia|
For some 12
this plaoe Nor. 10, 1876.
years after the birth of their two sons,
Arthur and Edwin, Mr. and Mrs. Mann
lived at Milton but since that time Mr.
Mann has made a permanent residence I
here. Arthur, after attending the common schools here, graduated in the '94
clans in South Paris High School, and

Greenwood.

It is now generally believed that the
drouth la broken; at any rate it got
somewhat cracked by the thunaer
shower Tuesday afternoon, and again by
a shower minus the thunder Wednesday
morning; the whole wetting into the
dry dust about one half inch. But let
us «ot despise the day of small things,
be thankful for a little, and peradventure the weather maker may send us
more.—Anon.
Mrs. Scott Merrill and Mary £. Brooke
were visitors at the Bennett place last
Miss
Brooks is trying to
Tuesday.

completed bin business education at I
Bryant A Stratton's commercial school I
think her health has slightly improved in Boston. January 4, 1899, Mr. Maonl
of late, although she is still about the was married to Emma, only dauhgter of I

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Willis. At the
the sick list.
Hoeing and haying are both nearby, time of the Cuban war be enlisted, and I
and it*now looks as though they would went to Chickamauga in the 1st
be here on the same day. The drouth Regiment. He was a member of the
-—
will materially diminish the hay crop on Spanish War Veterans.
He was also a member of the Masonic
dry land.
Although last winter was long and and I. O. O. F. lodges, of Onward
cold enough to do justice to northern bekah Lodge, and of the Order of the
Siberia, it didn't freeze the potato bugs Eastern Star, at Bryant's Pond. He beto death worth a cent. My much better longed to the Oxford Chapter Royal
half informs me that during my absence Arch Masons at Norway. He was much I
she picked from une tu four of those interested ip the fraternal organizations I
little pests from every hill of a small to which he belonged, being at the time
patch of early potatoes tor several con- of hie death Vice Grand of I. O. O. F.
secutive days; and she doesn't claim to Lodge, No. 15, and Secretary of Granite
be an expert on that kind of work either. Lodge of Masons.
His illness and death was so sudden
Strawberries galore at every meal, and
mature according to that he will be much missed by hie
if blackberries
present indications tbey will be equally friends. For about three years he has I
plentiful in due time. The bushes were been directly associated with hie father
never whiter with blossoms than they in the clothespin business and was capable and well liked in his business
were last week.
Charles Dunhaiu of West Bethel, is at tions. For some time he has
;
work here, and, together with another keeper for the firm.
The funeral service was held at hie
man is converting the forest into pulp
iron late residence Monday afternoon of last
wood. The other day his
same

as on

Mr. Calvin Austin of Boston was presint at the exercise* on the 17th, also
lr. 8. C. Gordon of Portland, whose
1 louse here is now open for the summer,
! lis sister, Mrs. McKenney is also here,
kfr. W. O. Gerry and daughter, Eloise,
ι tlso earoe from Boston on that occasion,
ι tnd Miss Gerry and a friend are to
dur>ccupy their house in East Conway
I ng her vacation. s
The Misses Bennet of Boston are vis1 ting their cousin, Mrs. M. B. Barker, g
Mrs. Leah Chase is here again for a
ι ihort time before sailing for Europe.
Miss 8. M. Elliott, instructor in Simlias the sympathy of many friends.
Funeral services were held at the home nons College, Boston, is visiting Mies
Thursday with interment at West Paris. knna Barrows.
Miss Woast of Augusta, who has been
Mrs. C. N. Qleasou and daughter are
îere several summers, ie boarding at Mr.
York.

Maine! «pending a few

weeks in New
Miss Isabel Shirley has arrived at the
home of her sister, Mrs. E. T. Russell,

I to spend the summer.
Re-1 Thursday the W. R.

I

|

peeling

to get the mastery of him for
a moment, when it flew up and cut a
gash in his upper lip so large and deep
as to make it necessary to drive over to
Dr. Clark's at Bryant's Pond to get it
repaired. The doctor closed the wound
by taking two stitches in it, and to all
appearance it will soon be as good as
Charles says he came pretty near
new.
getting made over into a hare lipped

happened

rela-1
beetubook-1
I
I

sympa-1

week at 1:30 p. m., and the deep
thy for the family in their sudden

on

«upper
It was a

respect.

C. served a "C"
the lawn of the "Howard."

most

Thursday

pleasant

affair in

two of the lower

the school held

every

grades of

public exercises, which

very interesting.
Friday afternoon the graduating exercises of the Grammar Sohool took place
when Ave boys and live girls received
their diplomas. The class parts were
very pleasingly given and showed the
class motto had been well understood,
"So Paûis, No Gains." The diplomas
were presented by Rev. Mr. Colson with
very appropriate remarks, in which he
paid well deserved compliments to both
teachers and pupils.
The Bethel party start for St. Louis
next Monday evening.
were

Buckfleld.
sor-1 Mrs. G. 0. Littlefield of
Penobscot,
row was shown by the large gathering, I
whose husband is a warrant machinist
the
various
over 200
present,
being
on board the Minneapolis, has recently
orders to which he belonged being près-1
visited her sister, Mrs. John Gerrish,
ent in a body. There was a profusion of I
Mrs. Gerrish accomon

fohn Weston's.
Rev. and Mrs. Ε. T. Pitts left on Mon·
lay for Somerville, Mass., to officiate at
he wedding of his daughter, June 22.
Miss II. C. Osgood has been in Portand for several days meeting friends and
the Conference of Charities,
itc.
Mrs. Fanny Waterman is making a
ihort stay with friends in St. Johns-

attending

jury, Vt.
Mrs. Claire Post and Miss Rachel
Weston arrived at E. P. Weston's on

Lawn Wrappers.

Mowing Machine Oil.

Fryeburg.

Beth·!.

Μη. EU Steams received
news of the death of her elster, Miss
Eva Perkins, at the Central Hospital in
Miss Perkins was out of
Lewiston.
health for souie time bat her sadden
ieath was a great shook to her friends.
The disease reached the climax before
tier condition would admit of any operjtion.
Tuesday p. m., George Barrett died at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Will
Abbott, after several months of illness
From dropsy. Mr. Barrett received the
tenderest care from his daughter who

Sunday,

I sell Castor* axle oil

mowing'

for

machines

quart

at 20c. a

or

75c. a

Those that have

gallon.

used it say 1 qt. of the
castor axle will last as

long

as

1

chine oil.

gallon

of

ma-

This season
Don't you need a Lawn Wrapper for theae hot days?
are the "Domestic" per·
These
cool
and
neat
looking.
he styles are very
éct in atylé, tit and workmanship.

trimmed with braid,
>NE LOT of plain lawn, light colore, ruffle round yoke,
$1.00
flounce skirt,
)NE LOT dotted Swiss muslin, with neat figure*, capes ou shoulder edged with
*al. lace,

yoke and

collar trimmed with val. lace, full flounce

t

In sizes 4

MuMc.

Music.

Rev. B.N.Stone.

Jessie A. Chapmtn.
Salutatory
French Translation—Napoleon'» Overthrow,
Owen O. Dow.
Essay—Political Car. er of George P. Hoar,
Thomas C. Slmpeon, Jr.
Must*».
Oration—Great Men of Great Deeds,
Richard C. Turner.
Essay—The Choice and Pursnit of an OcHarry II. Kltch
cupation,

Pretty

years.

to 14

dres«es

cheaper

than you

can

make them.

)NE LOT dresses of white lawn, waist has yoke of lace stripe lawn, wide rutile
full flare skirt with vide
edged with hamburg and lace beading with ribbon,

$1.50

hem,

James IM. Favor,

$1.75

Children's White Lawn Dresses.

and lawn, with
)NE LOT diesses of good lawn, waist has wide bertha of lace
$2.50
full skirt with ruffle edged with lace, lacjB on cuff,
ribbon,

Proprietor οί M Tucker Harness Store,

91 Main

St.,

Norway,

Tuesday.
The graduating exercises began on
Sunday evening with the baccalaureate Galvanized Pails 11 Cents.
ierraon by Rev. Β. N. Stone at his
Price is
Best quality, do not rust.
:hurch. Following is the programme:
Prayer,

skirt,

lowest id Maine.

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,
South Paris, Me.

NORWAY, MAINE.
IIIIHMMtHUIHnWHHMHIMIMIIMMIIMIIHH.§
Si

TO LET.
A

pleasant rent of live

rooms,

SHUBTLEFF A

»
F. A.

CO.
—

« ■· rum rvr
Λ,
f!\
*
€0.
UHFBTLEFF

7.

up

stairs one flat.
Presentation of Gifts,
Abby L. Smith.
Also about twelve acres of grass to
Abby E. Ballard.
Valedictory,
Music.
let on shares. Enquire of
Presentation of D'plomas.
LEONARD WHITMAN,
Benediction.
South Paris.
Park
20
St.,
On Monday evening the prize speaking
by members of the different classes took
PARKER'S
place at the Congregational church.
HAIR BALSAM
Clean».·· anil twautifics lie hair.
Tuesday afternoon was devoted to the
Pruinutci a luxuriant pruwth.
graduation, when all the members of the
Never Fails to Hostor· Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
class acquitted themselves with the
Curve κ*!ρ dimtrt ts hair tailing.
honor.
and
Many
customary propriety
&Jc,aod|I.'-ual DruaruU
friends of the students filled the Concontowns
church—other
gregational
PROBATE NOTICES·
tributing members—among them, Mr. Co all persons interested In either of the Estate»
and Mrs. Simpson of Newburyport, R.
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
H. Turner and yife and Miss Hill from
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
for
Portland, Dr. itnd Mrs. Wilson of Hiram, •lune, In
the year of our Lord one thousand
mention."
and others "too numerous to
nine hundred and four. The following in it ter
been
presented for the a<-tion thereupon
A.
having
The prize offered by C.
Page, A.M., hereinafter Indicated.
It Is hereby Obdf.ked :
once principal of the academy, now of
That notice thereof be given to all person* Inwas
the High School, Methuen, Mass.,
tercsted, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxawarded to Miss Chapman of Lovell.
ford Democrat, a newsnaper published at South
The concert of the evening was given by Paris, In said County,
tnat they may appear at a
Paris, on
Payne A Plummer's orchestra of Lew- Probate Court to be held atA.said
of July,
1904, at 9
third
the
Tuesday
usual
which
the
after
reception of the clock In th" forenoon, and beD.heard
iston,
there
given by the juniors to the seniors, took on If they see cause.
Oxford."
"The
at
place
FRANK HOWARD SWETT, late of Lovell.
Principal Adams left for Brunswick on deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
Wednesday to attend commencement.
presented by Sarah Elizabeth Swett, the execuMiss Floy Woodbury of Portland is at trix therein named.
Music.

F. A.

I

Tlx©

We Celetorate.

Day

and
Tuesday
beautiful Mowers given by the different
panied her to her home. These sisters
ROMAN CANDLES,· FIRE
organizations, relatives and friends, the are twins, and a brother, Herman WardSKY
ROCKETS,
largest set piece being given by the
was
at
West
visited
Paris,
well, living
by
CRACKERS, TORPEDOES, BUNKER IIILL SA
ployees of the clothespin factory with I his sisters. At the same time and place
these words inscribed "Our Foreman." I
man.
II. A. Irish and his twin sons, Luther
LUTES, PAPER CAPS and PISTOLS, BLANK
Not long since a string .of tish was I he funeral service was conducted by and
were visiting.
Π. A. Irish
Lewis,
is
Nelson.
Rev.
I).
F.
Following
caught in Twitchell Pond, ami among
BATTERIES, PIN WHEELS,
being a twin made a gathering of two
the rest was an eel, about two feet in verse of the poem read by him in clos-1 and one-half
pairs of twins. A queer
i
now
in
third
Our
her
other
and many
girl baby,
things needed to celebrate the glorious 4th.
length.
coincidence.
i
vear, saw it with the others, and thought "The Fathers b >use hu many rooms.
The surmise seeme to have developed
I
And each Is fair;
it was a queer looking thing, but did
i into a full Hedged elopement. A marΟ
And some are rached thro gathered Kloo ne
not learn its name.
By silent etalr.
ried woman is reported to. have left her
The Place to
2nd ;»nd 4th.
and
A few days later the mother was Hut he keep· house ami makes It home,
sile
On
Monday,
Saturday
! family and gone with a transient meteor.
washing out in the woodshed while her W Mcherer way the children come."
#
Young unmarried people often elope but
little girl was playing in the door yard. After the Masons performed their beau- it is unusual in these times for married
buy is
taken
was
the
casket
Now it so happened that some one, or tiful burial service,
people to. They "stand pat" with
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
something, had killed a good sized snake to the depot by the six bearers, and the brazen front. ___
and
relatives
the
but a short time previous, and finding body, accompanied by
If there is ntPbreak in Saturday's arthe reptile she carried it to her mother a delegation of the Masons, was taken on I
rangements at Mt. Tom we shall expect
exclaiming, Chinee like, "a fleh-e, a the afternoon express to Pine Grove an unfolding of an editor's woes, his
the
in
for
burial
at
looked
Of
course
the
mother
tish-e!"
cemetery
Norway
trials with his contributors where they
around to see what the child had found, family lot.
seek to air their whims, but in our case
Mrs. Emogene A. Cushman is to have
and on making the discovery—but perwe do not kick at rejected manuscript,
1
at
June
next
auction
an
30,
it
would
be
more
to
Thursday,
drop
proper
haps
but we draw the line on mangling, we
Household goods and one
the curtain right here and let the imagi- o'clock p. m.
can do enough at that.
F. A. CIHVRTLEFF *. CO.
nation tell the rest of the story; and *vagon will be for sale.
F. A. NIII RTLEFF * CO.
Miss Ellen M. Greene of Portland is
ϊ
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Berry of Mexico
with this thought in view the curtain
the guest of Laura Z. Dean.
^
visited relatives here from Weduesday
drops.
Wilson Shaw and wife, Dr. Heald and
Thanks for the invitation to the Sum- to Saturday of last week. With them wife and Miss A. F. Stone of Salem,
uer picnic, but having lately returned was an attractive little girl, 0 years of
Bears the
Mass., went to Streaked Mountain Mr. Wm. Gordon's.
For Infints ini Children.
M A V II. WESTWORTH, late of nrownlKld.
home after an absence of more than a nge, whom they have legally adopted as
Thursday.
deceased; will and petition for probate thereofl
week, and finding the work so pressing, their daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Gerrish of Portpresented by Fred It. Ilanseom, the executor
S. T. White will have for sale at his land are
therein named
it becomes necessary to decline the kind
Bryant's Pond.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benj.
from
strawberries
the
cultivated
store
AUGUSTA M. STEARNS, late of Cambridge,
invitation—"duty before pleasure" beGerrish.
Mrs. Laura Stephens is visiting her Mass., deceased; copy of will with petition fori
ing my nlotto. May the "weather be F. L. Wyman's farm.
Edwin Howard, one of Hartford's beet son and
at Rumford Falls.
family
probate thereof presented by Char.es H. Prince,
went Friday morning
Lane
(
H.
a
hester
have
who
attend
and
all
fayirable.
farmers, said that Benj. Gerrish shipped
Ansel Dudley has purchased a new the executor thereof.
to Lewistou to join the members of
jolly good time.
the best car of oxen and calves Monday
for his Opera House.
WILLI AM E. OSGOOD, late of Hiram, depiano
week.
Commandery,
Knight
else
next
Strathglass
Something
that could be gotten together.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bartlett of Port- ceased; will an I petition for probate thereof and
Templars, of Ruinford Falls of which he
the sppolntment of Norman L. Basset as adminMr. and Mrs. J. H. Decoster of Me- land arrived in town
Wednesday and are istrator
is a member. The Commandery is to
with the will annexed presented by said
has recently visited friends
Falls
Gilead.
chanic
Ï1CTIOS.
at
Oxford countv
Delegates.
Ba-set.
stopping Camp Christopher.
liave a parade in Brunswick, afterward here.
IT vole.
vithis
works
in
is
much
the
Honore
Kain
needed
of.
is
at
home
for
BaUac.
Stevens
de—Complete
Miss
very
Mary
SAMUEL D. MARSHALL, late of Paris, deThe delegates to the Republican state Itruiite, harluttk—Vtlieuu.
go to Bath for a jollification, and later
Here it is haying time, and we ar&getsummer from her school at Yarmouth. ceased; second account
cinity.
have a clam bake at the beach.
presented for allowance
and county conventions chosen in the KreMrkh, Baron— I'ndlne.etc.
for winter.
ting
ready
its
one
Jobu F. I'luiniuer, admlnl-trator.
is
to
celebrate
and
The
town
and
Mason
by
Mrs.
The.
Amy
far
as
be
daughter
Gilles, Mary—Voyage of ibe C'onstauce.
The 4th of July celebration will
several Oxford County towns, so
Mt.
Mica
line
is
wired.
telephone
being
hundredth anniversary July 14th.
urant. .lames—Oliver Kills.
Alen Mason arrived at the Glen Mt.
JAMES A. BARROWS of Sumner, account
carried out according to the following
"
··
reported are as follows:
Did I ever tell the story of a young
Scottish Cavalier, The.
Miss Anna Watson of Portland was in
House Thureday for the Bummer. The presented for allowance by Holll* Turner,
TO STATK CONVENTION.
Hawklus. Anthony Hope— Phroao.
programme:
dolwho
had
two
man
guardian.
scraped together
town Sunday and returned the same day.
Mason family have spent their summers
Kerbey, J. O.—Boy Spy In Dixie, A.
KOKENOON.
Andover— Krank P. vumas. Svlv -nus Poor.
lars to take in a Thanksgiving ball?
EDITH MAY. JOHN E., SAOIE E. and
Mrs. E. R. Bennett and Mrs. J. E.
The season to buy is now. The lines are full
here for some years.
Betli. :-A Κ Uerrtck. J. M. Phllbrook, E. S.
7 2#) Parade of Horribles.
this
is
a true tale as the eubject
of the Boy Spy. Kichardson went to Bethel
ERNEST G. DkCOSTER. first account presented
—Further
Adventurer
Well,
Kilborn.
Monday.
Miss Nell Preble is stopping at Mrs. for allowance
9:30 Suck Kace.
S:
vols.
Jaines
Works
34
of,
by
Wright, guardian.
.omplete
will testify. During the day he was inΚ. Hill, Κ. G. Giles, Hlraiu Marryat. Capt
Kri.woflel'l Λ
and complete ; quite the most noteworthy offering
lejtied Kace.
Dexter Peverley's.
Byron Cummings of Bethel is working lli.iK)Three
dcCutcheou, ti. B.—uraustark.
c,etc hell.
II :<*» Obstacle Kace.
BENJAMIN S. DOE, late of Pari', deceased;
veigled into a hustling bout, lost hie
for J. V. Burnham.
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Small of Dixtield
Op.lc, Odver [ W. T. Adams;—
Denmark—lohn Colby.
We show this season finer
of
estate
allowance
out
for
preperronal
we have ever made.
petition
AFTERNOON.
Soldier Boy, The.
money, so he does the next best thing. visited her people here last week. Mrs. sented
Thomas Wighter and
Dlxfleld— Henrv U. Stanley. John S. Harlow.
daughter of
by Kate H. Doe, widow.
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days.

Hope-

Raymond

Thursday.

Ε. E. Hastings, Esq., of Fryeburgand
D. Eugene Chaplin of Bridgton were at
the Beals House Tuesday.
Mrs. Λ. A. lafarrier died Ruddenly at
the Central Maine General Hospital at
Lewiston Sunday, June 19th, at about
10 λ. m. She went to the hospital about
a week before fur a surgical operation,
which was successful apparently. Mrs.
lafarrier was a native of Somerset, P.
Q. in 1S5T>. She married Anthoin A.
Lafarrier in 1872 and moved to Mechanic
Falls and later tu Norway. One daughter. Annie L. Lafarrfer, for some time
one of
Norway's best teachers, now
assistant in the Hallowell High School,
and Alfred A. lafarrier, an instructor
Mrs.
at Uebron Academy, survive her.
Lafarrier was for a long time employed
in the shue factory of B. F. Spinnev &
Co., and the Itadcliffe Shoe Factory.
She was held in higj) esteem by Norway people who knew her best. Services at the late residence on Main Street,
Tuesday afternouu by Kev. B. S. Rideout. Interment at Rusttield Cemetery.
Mr. Hope Rebekah Lodge gave au
entertainment at the 1. O. O. F. Hall,
Thursday evening. It was well attend-

Burglars Capture.

both of Norway.

went, calling at Lafayette's
In Rumford Falla, June 18, by Rev. B. F. Turhome induced him to show him about ne*. Mr. Rllae D. White and Μ lee Emma A
the city. This was to separate the two Knight, both of Waierford.
In Kexar Fall·, June 16, bv Rev. H. A. Peare,
crooks, so as to make arrest easy. On Mr. Alton Goodwin and Misa Bern Ice Stacy,

Monday

be

the street and sufficient distance from
the house Bassett told Lafayette he was
under arrest. The latter went along
quietly until near the police .station,
when he attempted to get away and
The
injured Bassett considerably.
officer clung to his man and got him
down and nearly out, when a Lewiston
officer appeared and helped take the
man into the station, where he was

locked up.

17th Year,zzzzzzzmzi 904.
The Real Show Coming:

Born.

~

forenoon State Detective A.
Id North Hetbel, June 8, to tbe wife of Vlrgt
P. Bassett arrested in Lewiston Arthur Chapmen, a daught»r-Graoe Agnes.
Lafayette and Alfred Fortier, charged Id Noith Pari·, June 18, to the wife of R. Β
with the breaking, entering and laroeny Never*, a daughter.
Id Brldgton. June β, to the wife of Dr. Α. Ο
from the store of L. M. Lunt of this Hebb,
a (laughter.
-a.
These
June
of
In
on
Noi way. June IS, to the wife of George W
the night
place
men were seen to enter the Andrews Kthrldie, a too.
I d Norway, J une 19, to the wife of L. A. Small,
House, where they spent the night, with aeon.
On departing the next
Id Ruckdeld, June 20, to tbe wife of Berl
two boxes.
a bob.
morning they had but one, and a partial- Rutchlnaon,
Id Dorchester, Mwa June 15, to the wife ol
ly destroyed box found in their room has Win. H. Jordan, a sou.
been identified by Mrs. Lunt.
They
registered under the name of Davis as
Married.
from Oxford.
Bassett has been on the lookout for
the men, and Friday went to Lewiston,
In Norway. Jure 20, by Re?. C. E. Angell, Mr.
but did not find them there. Again on William A Delano and M las Beeee B. Towne,

Monday

visiting rela-

Miss Carrie Hubbard of Lovell is with
her sister, Mrs. Eastman, for a time.
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at East

M. L. Kimball, Esq., started for Boston Friday to join the Herald party for
Mrs. P. C. Eddy, who has been quite the St. Louis fair.
The Eastern peontaare building tba1
ill, is slowly improving:.
line overPike Hill to F. T.
Harold Fletcher is at work in N. Day- telephone
Pike's, S. H. Millett's and others.
ton Bolster & Co.'s store.
Co. D boys are bard at work arranging
Miss
Marguerite Clifford returned for their trip south.
from Bates College on Friday.
The members of the Barton Club with
frieiuls were entertained by Mrs. W. F.
Several froui here will attend Bates
Jones at her home un Pleasant Street,
College commencement this week.

SOCTHPARIS.
O&A.ND

Sunday

both of Kexar Fall·.
In Oxford. June 91, by Rev. Frederick Newport. Mr. waiter Kemp of Otlafleld and Mtae
Edith Fiench of Oxford.

Harvesting Machinery,
A. Wood.

Deering and Walter
New York Champion Rakes.
of

We have just received

repairs constantly

in Rumford Falla, June 20, May Bunnell, aged
20 year·.
In Porter, June 17, Joeeph O. Gentleman, aged
63 years, 1 month, 22 daya.
In Lewlaton, June 19, Mrs. A. A. Lafarrler of
Norway, aged 49 year».
In Chelaea, at soldier·' Home, June 2u, Dr. A.
1. Wllklna of Lowell, Maes., rged about 61 year·.
In Rumford Falla, June 21, John Laruuv,
aged A» years
In Bethel, June 21, Frank W. Barrett, aged 61

a

stock of the above

large

hand.

A full line
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went back
and arrested Fortier,
taking him to the station. They then
λ
seached the bouse, tinding about gtiOO
worth of clothing, jewelry,
etc., of year*.
The Methodist people will have a picIn Bethel, June 19, Ariel T. Carver, aged 5!)
character and enough to heavily
costly
nic supper in the grove near the parson>
load a team./^ome stolen property was yture.
In
Rrownlleld, June 23, Harrison Quint.
age next Saturday.
found on each of the men.
In Portland, June 23, Samuel A. True, aged HT
It is believed these men were guilty years.
A new crossing of large cement blocks
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of breaks in the past few weeks in Monhas been put in at the junction of Uothic
ν
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and High Streets.
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policeman

room

NOT A PATENT MEDICINE.

j

Neckwear

Elegance.

J

«

Window.

lutely correct—"good

Ensign, Coney, Apollo. Mel-

Sebec.

rose,

Midget, Regina, London,

Roslyn and Berlin Styles.

Prices IS to SOo.
purchase.

J.

WELSH BROTHERS

SHOWS.

ROYAL IMPERIAL JAPANESE CIRCUS,
GOLIATHIC MUSEUM AND COMBINED
TRAINED ANIMAL EXPOSITION.

SOO-EXTRAORDINARY FEATURES

STRANGE SIGHTS-500

F. PLUMMER,

C A S Τ 0 RIA

Ttie Kind You Have Always Bought

dead;andtoj

Sale.

Ladies' Furnishing House!
4th of July Sale

Of Shirt Waists and Shirt Waist Suits.
Jape

Uingham,

'"ollege.

something
%best

buy

4th.

cheap

Trained
World.
and Ponies

Of

$7.00.

£\J\J

styles

M. LHISTT,
Market Square, South
Telephone Connection
L.

=|

|

STORES.

BLUE

INDEPENDENCE

young*

Every
4th
enjoy
July
really

Bankrupt's

|

comfortably.

We Have

Discharge.

DAY

to

Everything

in

Clothing

Keep You Cool.

Summer Outing Suits and Trousers, Summer Shirts, Summer Un- Madam Colette's
derwear, Summer Ties, Belts and

JESSE

High School Menage

Horses.

Hosiery.

Bo)s.

Supply

j
[
|

day

4th.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

,Ladies'

We

are

line of

Oxfords.

showing large
a

Tenney,

up-to-date

OXFORDS « LOW SHOES

May

Patent Colt, Tan Calf,
and Kid.

$1.25

unusually

W. 0. & G. t

'

Eyes

3d Tuesday

Mlle. Aymir's Famous Cake Walking Horses.

ALL

NEW

FroilgH,

QUEEN

ACTS

101 Other Equally High

$3.00.

South Paris.

JACK

duality Features.

FUNNY CLOWNS

20

Big

Conception

AT IO.QO A. Aft.

20

Shlnoae Did Terrible Dune».
There has been much debate on the
question m to whether the projectiles
which caused so many casualties among
I the crew of the Russian
cruiser, Variag,
off Chemulpho at the outbreak of the

HOMEÏAKERS' ooiumn. ι

A LOW PRICE

CoLDiu, Oxford Denoenu. Pari·, Mai·*.
ON

—

close

out

les.—Word Paulea.
many whole words as you
can In the long words witbout changing the position of any of the letter».
Words of only two letters do not count
S·,

Find

except in the second word.

odd patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Can't Stand It
Constant backacheTired all the time.
Serves on edge.
Distressing Urinary troublée.

Sts.,

MAINE

NORWAY,

Λητοηβ «·η<1!η,ι
■.iilciil* n»c*r?»ti»

ίιτ«ιιΗ'·η

η

.keto h
ofllMie fnw

*winw an

imr

Mnt frw. 1·Μ«Λ «jron.-y n.r
Patent9 t.Ue'i through Munu
j lv.
lu the
—au. iu
without cbWiO.
n»tw/, wir«wut
prcUtl n.'tu-'*
•prcial

».^nuii

r«i«f·

Scientific American.

I.«re«et cir\
tournai. Term*. 93 a
culation of »ήτ m-ientiDr
all newsdealer·.
rear: f.>u* months, IL Sold by

mm ; Qo seiBMéNv. New York
C.
Brand)

Ο «ce.

J. Ε. H. Totvnsend. of Townsend
carriage manufac turer*, of 1» JefTer"We used
sou street. Beddeford. Me.. says:
am!
L>oan's Kidney I'llls lu our family,
There
valuable
remedy.
found them a most
are so many useless remedies ou the market
that wheu one Is found which experience

«25 Κ Λ, Washington. D.

what Is claimed for it. It Is a
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
Doan's
Kidney I'llls at John Berprocured
and
Thaeher.
Hotel
ry's dru* store, under
the satisfactory results obtained warrants
me In making the above statement."
Poan's Kidney Pills sold at all druir
proven do«

s

stores; 30 ceuta.

falo. Ν. X.

Foster-Mllburu Co.. Buf-

Weak

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
ladlceeaon.

•

ι

·

dsltoata bat wttal srfan becomes diseased.

«

·

You

see me

Though 1

often In

um

a

storm.

quickly past.

φ

So. 133.—C"e«tr»I Aeroatte.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
Hume number of letters.
guessed and written one below another
the central row of letters, reading
downward, will spell the surname of a

l.'.s.-SonR

So.

Symbol.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

i

sent on

m:lls

on

stock.

the Concord River in WoodFor further particulars in-

quire of
V. K. PARRIS. Paris, Me.

application.

What

A pleasing song.
131».— Arithmetical

No.

1'iiaxlea.

Subtract a letter from to throw, add
a letter to the remaining letters and
tmnsiHise theiu to make a luminous
Answer: Cast—c=ast-f-c=star.
body.
Subtract a letter from oi>en hostility,
add a letter »o the remaiuing letters
and transpose them to make a beam

Be

««"Φ*!
"Πι^ΐ^ΡΡ1®8
with shredded pineapple

and filled

°iayonnaiee, clam
cwkuU Little Neck c,ame on the balfwith tiny sandwiches of
bread spread lightly with horse-

ν'0?*

?

„r

,WbUrg'

to be served on

chicken

spaghetti creamed or a l'Italienne; tripe
a la Bordelaise; crab-meat, creamed and
highly seasoned, to be served on toast
of cheese over the top;
V a grat'ng
chickens livers and mushrooms on toast
or in pate shells; Spanish or asparagus
omelet. Then there are soft-shell crabs,
soft clams fried with air accompaniment

sliced tomatoes and

ο

mayonnaise

or

Licensed Taxidermist,

-.

In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

A

LOTS

—

thought

M*.

AND OOXLBAM,

THE

CONDITION

Rumford Falls Trust

OF

THE

Company,

RUMFORD

FALLS,

WALDO RETTENOILL, Vice President.
LEWIS M. IRISH. A.vit. Treasurer.

D. Brown.
TRUSTEED—George D. Bisbcc. Waldo Pettengill. Hugh J. Chlsholm. Charles
John Houghton. Janes S. Morse. F. M. 5lapson.
ORGANIZED FEBRUARY 1. 1S96.

Capital stock

$100.000(10
75,n00 00
25,973 02
551,350 75

Surplus,
Undivided profits,
Saving* deposits,
Demand deposit*.
Certltlcate of deposits,
l>ue to other banks,

206 310 iM
17,949 00

412 74

#««.19656

F. E.

were

inattentive to you

Tommy Want* to Know.

Tommy Flggjam—Paw, what th* Bi-

ble says is true, ain't it?
I'aw Figgjaui—Sure thing, my son.
Tommy Figgjum—Don't it say "all

flesh is grass?"
Paw Flggjam— Yes. Tommy.
Tommy Figgjam—Then ain't dried
K«y to the Pauler.
144.
No.
Decapitations: YV-heat.
S-pike. W-heel. (.'-row.
Picture Puzzle: Hatchet.
No. 145.
—

—

Hammer.
Concealed Words: 1. EnNo. 140.
2. Elm. 3. Peach. 4. Peas. 5.
$214,116 84 dive.
Demand loans,
154,201 10 Mint. 6. Beans.
Time loans,
lti3,WOU3
Loans on mortgages of real estate...
No. 147.—Central Syncopations:Grant.
352,875 40
Bonds an I stocks,
2. Fi-r-st. 3. Be-a-st. 4.
1500000 1. Ne-g-ro.
Real estate,
00
1,000
Safe aud furniture,
5. Mo-t-or.
50 Hi-n-se.
2.853
ttvounl,
Kx|>ense
228 88
No. 148.—Diamond: 1. N. 2. Beg. 3.
Due from other banks,.
deposit,
4. -New York. 5. Shore. 6.
Sewed.
16
22,1*3
Cash on hand,
Ire. 7. K.
$976,196 56
No. 149.—Charade: Corn-wall.
No. 1">0.—Anagram: Theodore Roose—

RKSol HCKij.

LIABILITIES.

they

beef hay?

27, 1Θ04.
UEOROE D. BISBEE. President.
ELI5HA PRATT. Treasurer.

if

I would report theui; that's all.

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

OF

City rice let—A uatural force.
His mute mar—A painful ailment.
I.og all rare map—A geometrical fig-

tentive to you Y
Pretty Cashier— Sir-r-r-r!
Stranger oh, no offense, I assure
inyou. 1 was only carrying out the
structions as printed on the bill of fare,
which says, "Please rei>ort any inattention of waiters to cashier." And I

SIMON STAHL,

STATEMENT

1U1.—AntKnuii.

Tin* (ontidrratf Man.
Stranger—Are the waiters here at-

For Price ami Particulars address,

tBRXiXN

3. Troubles. 4. To roll and tumble.
II.—1. A set of bells. 2. A large lake.
3. Takes sight. 4. Smaller.

ure.

SPECIALTY.

TiriBERLAKE Bank Examiner.

velt.
131.
No.
Geographical Acrostic:
Aden.
No. 132.—Additions: Man-or. Ten-or.
Pall-or.
Humor.
Mot-or.
May-or.
—

See How Light
This Is !

Teste how good it la, learn how wholesome it i*
and you have tha whole thing in a nutakall—»
The xcaaon why the wocid uaca all the

WASH·—CHOSlY'l

Gold Medal
FLOUR
Washburn-Crosby

Mills can make Six
the
Million barrels a year, and aaks for more. Ask
your dealer for Washburn-Ckosby sCOLD

MEDAL FLOUR.

Send us the circular from a package of Gold
Medal Flour and we will mail you the Gold
Medal Cook Book—the manual of cookery.

Past-or.
A

CONTINUAL STRAIN.

and women are constantly
subjected to what they commonly term
"a continual strain" because of some
tin 'ncial. or family trouble. It wears
and distresses them both mentally and
physically, affecting their nerves badly
and bringing on liver and kidney aliments, with the attendant evils of constipation, loss of appetite, sleeplessness,
low vitality and despondency.
They
cannot, as a rule, get rid of this "continual strain," but they can remedy its
health-destroying effects by taking frequent doses of Green's August Flower.
It tones up the liver, stimulates the kidneys, insures healthy bodily functions,
vim and spirit to one's whole
ling, and eventually dispels the physical or mental distress caused by that
"continual strain." Trial bottle of August Flower, 25 cents; regular size, 75
cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.

Many

men

Ëvcs

Elderly Adviser—"I am glad you dislike slangy young men."
Miss Quickstep—"Yon bet I do. That's
why I had to shake Fatty Feathertop. I
told him I wasn't going to stand for his
hash counter dialect any longer, if I
knew myself, and I rather guessed I did,
all

right, all right."

Elj's Liquid

Cut out this advertisement and mail to

us

with

cam·

ofyour

>f charge one of our OOLD
ng 1000 carefully prepared
Modal Flour,
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Oold
please mention it in your letter. Address
—own A JO—«LOThPuiHMil—*■>

Cream Balm Is an old
friend in a new form. It is prepared for
the particular benefit of sufferers from
nasal catarrh who are used to an atomiser
in spraying the diseased membranes. All
the healing and soothing properties of
Cream Balm are retained in the new
preparation. It does not day up the secretions.
Price, including spraying
tube, 75 cents. At your druggists or
Bly Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New

York, will mail it
It's

got

it.

never

too late to

Relieves the Distress et leak
OlgestieR, Purifies the Bleed
and Ctesre the Brsln

insane!"

The Kind You Hare Always Bought» and which has been
the signature of
in use for over 30 years, has borne
and has been made under his persupervision since its infancy.
ssonal
/-cUCAJU Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
health of
and^endangerthe
Experiments that trifle with
Infanta and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTOR IA

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Peaae piano, 7i octave, almost new,

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
and
Syrups.
Soothing
goric, Drops
nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
It destroys Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee.
and Wind
Diarrhoea
cures
It
Feverishnese.
and allays
cures Constipation
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles,
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
and natural sleep.
healthy
and
Bowels,
giving
Stomach
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

spend if you've

lettuce leaves with a spoonful of
Barle-duc jelly, or with mayonnaise
dressing. Sandwiches of oream cheese
and minced green peppers, without the
seeds, are relishable. These may be presented, too, made of three very thin
slices of bread, spreading the cheeee
between the first two slices, and then
between the next two or upper and middle slices a tilling of minced green peppers, or of thinly-sliced olives, or watercress, or lettuce-leaves with mayonnaise
on

dressing.

as

το

"SWEETS."

For "sweets11 at the veranda luncheon
may be suggested raspberry cream and
macaroons, cafe parfait, small muskmelons cut in half and served with a filling of ice cream, cherry bounce sherbet,
pineapple tart with vanilla cream, fruit
salad, pineapple scooped out and filled
with shredded pineapple and thinlysliced bananas, peaches, oranges, grapes,
a few candied cherries, some cut-up preserved ginger, and a few whole, canned
or preserved raspberries or strawberries.

Whipped cream, flavored and sweetened,
piled high over the fruit in the pineap-

ple shell, makes

an

attractive finish,

or

these same fruits served on slices of ice
Or
cream constitute an inviting dessert.
again, this macedoine of fruits may be
served in little baskets made from scoopknives
There are
ed-out oranges.
specially made for preparing these little
baskets.
Beverages to be served are iced tea
(which to be perfect must be made carefully in the beginning according to the

simple but imperative rules which go
with brewing a perfect cup of hot tea),
tea punch, iced coffee with whipped
cream, orangeade, claret cup, raspberry
shrub, ginger ale, carbonated waters,
etc.

FIVE

O'CLOCK TEA.

For the five o'clock tea there may be
in addition to the sandwiches given above, very thin buttered
bread and dainty sandwiches of all sorts.
Jellied chicken with gluten bread makes
delicious sandwiches; so do the potted
meats and poultry of good brands, as
also crisp cucumbers thinly sliced with

recommended,

8o she sunk into the monkey
Dmtlst's chair.
"Mind," she said. "If you hurt

pecan nuts, prunes stuffed with
Neufchatel cheese, dates filled with nuts
and ginger, crystalized ginger—plain, or
with a coating of chocolate. Little balls
of cream or Neufchatel cheese, chopped
nuts and minced green peppers may be
rolled in finely minced parsley with a
wooden toothpick etuck in each ball as
a convenient device for handling aed
eating these dainties from.
and

EUEBGENCY

HOSPITALITY.

provide features for emergency
hospitality, or as aids in lightening the
details of cooking occasionally in hot
To

list.

The

provident

means extravagant house
never find herself in an
sition, no matter how

occasion which may
bountiful refection.

but
wife

by

H^re with me."

Tremblln-'y the monkey took a
Little r^t'p.
Th"«n with gas he put the Hippo
Fast H. loep;
Propped her awful mouth wide open
With a stick
And then said unto himself:
"I must be quick!
"This

Awful root.
Then ran out the door to listen
To It shoot.

Oh. what awful noises rent
The

This

will

be

a

group of juniors to marry juat
they could afford it. Then he went

aa

on:

"I abominate bachelors.

they grow the

more

took one down
other day.
I

Parts of Mrs. Hippo flew meet
Everywhere.
Then, 11!.* other doctors, he waa
Satisfied,
For he said it was successful,
Dut she died.
—Atlanta Constitution.

The older

conceited they grow.
peg, though, the

a

One walnut case Poole piano,.almost
new, for I'JOO, worth 1250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stop·, that I will sell at a

great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stope, in nice condition, for 943.
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for §63.
One eecond hand square piano, a nice
one, for •115, worth $140.

Him.

something.

wife's at the sea snore, and I'm
to her," he explained.
"Well?" returned the caller inquiring-

"My
writing

ly.

»

"I don't know just what to say. If I
tell her I am lonely and all that she may
be sympathetic and oome home on the
_

ALWAYS

BILL11VG8

!

on

HI win#»

CATARRH

that if pea eating pigeons are
follow their exput with them tliey
Newsample and eat peas.—Detroit
Tribune.

Kearly

Sad.

A newspaper In α small country town
not far from New York employe a reporter whose knowledge of English
lie
Idioms Is somewhat uncertain.
was assigned recently to report the

Wood !

shipping dry
into South Paris by the car load,
and can supply customers in any
quantity desired.
as

Maude—He only
tbe nose, auntie.
Annt Prisme—It was quite out of
place, dear. Maude—He knew it was,
auntie. But you came in so suddenly,
Jones to kiss you.

Just touched

me on

you see.
Eaaler Than

m

Halo.

balance a

halo on the back of yonr

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Good Local

to give him the experience ·■!
id van «·<!
the
others in all

Weekly Newspaper

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

BOSTON LINE.

$1.2S.

er

steamers of this line leave

7:00 P. M.

Additional Sunday Trips.

Sept. 11th

in-

From Portland at 8:00 P. M.
and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via the steamers of this
Company is insured against Are and

will post you every week on .il!
>
important agricultural topi·
the day, and show you how
make money from the farm.

the

us

One Year For $1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY
ttC856ObC8CiC8O0ŒCbO0CeCeOeO8O8O0C8O8O8OiC8ŒOHC©OO<6C>SiOOÔOOC8X>OOOOCH>>>

°

Λ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

South Parie, Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will
please send to the address below The Oxford
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year :

marine risk.

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,

Send Democrat

Boston.

ν

to

X

CHANDLER,

Send Farmer

Builders' Finish!
I will furnish
Size or Style at

Tribune Farmer,

your

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=

Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wbarf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

E. W.

supply

Any person sending

[astern Steamship Company.

clusive.

admirably

household.

NORWAY, MAINE.

In effect June 12th to

The New-York

wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every

LowcstPricGs in Oxford County.

new

ber of his family.

South Paris, Me.,

will

improvements

which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest pos.Mhh
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every mem·

The Oxford Democrat,

Optioian.

and

methods

keep liini in touch with the
doings of hie neighbors, and all
to

family.

to.

Signed

DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

NOTE.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inelde or
line Lurn
Outside work, send In your orders
•or and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

The

Papers may be

sent to different

ν

addresses if desired

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for s.tlr.

K.

w,

( IIVMHJ K.
Mslnr.

ΤηκΙ Sumner

WANTED.

Peeled

QUAKER RANGE

any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PENLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

For Sale!
Extra
mare.

good five-year-old driving
W. MAXIM,
Buckfield, Maine.

Warning.

As rock blasting is a daily occurence on Crocker Hill, the owner of

The

nickel

QUAKER

Liwrr stock 1er Sale ί to

first train."
"Then why don't you tell her you're
The Poor Ball.
BA8PBXBBY CREAM.
3θ horses, two-seated carriages,
getting along very nioely considering the
He—Wonderful shot, that of Hen- to
Beat the whites of four eggs thorough- circumstances."
buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
top
to
it's
but
nine
likely
ry's! Why, be hit the bullseye
ly, adding very gradually four table- ! "I thought of that,
she'll
(open), 1 nice three seated
then
carriages
and
times in succession yesterday! Shespoonfuls of powdered sugar, continuing make her suspicions,
etc.
to heat until all is perfeotly firm ana oome back on the first train sure.— Yes, but just think of the sufferings wagon, harness, whips, robes,
Will lease stable to run livery busistiff; add one tablespoonful of pure Chicago Post.
of that poor bull! Men are such brutes!
This il a nice, clean livery
raspberry syfup and one teas poo uful
ness.
of lemon juice, stirring in oarefully a
He—I have been to a dance or some
excellent opening. No
and
stock
water.
to
be
Wisdom
compared
may
pint of whipped cream whioh has been social affair every night now for a
As water leaves the heights and gath- competition. Will sell on easy terms.
made from a cupful of rioh cream. month.
F. B. FOGG,
so 1s wisdom reServe in glasses.—New Idea.
She—I should think it wonld tell on ers In tbe depths,
South Parie,
on high and preserved by
from
ceived
May 3,1903.
The latest color combination is pale you.
Horn· Telephone Call, 10&4.
"It wonld if I didn't have the const!· a lowly soul.—Talmud.
blue and lavender, and pale blue hate
Aadmn House SUble Call, US-13.
tation of a young girl."
are deoorated with panaies.
1

Farmer

Farmer

Paris.

notice to
"Being continually held up as a hor- the property hereby gives
rible example is about as monotonous this effect : All persons entering the
as the music of an automatic piano," property do so at their own risk.
says u cynic, "but it le much less strain
Paris, Maine, Juqe ίο, 1904.
on your nervous syetem than trying to
bead."—Kansas City Journal.

Up=to=Date

Wide-Awake

items of interest to himself and

Superb

—.

Every

Every

usual.

Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, HemImportant local lock and Poplar, delivered on cars at

sudden death of an
citizen, nnd after describing the circumstances leading up to it he referred to the sadness of the bereave"The
ment sustained by the family.
widow," be concluded, "Is almost grief

AND

Paris and Oxford County Hhould
subscribe for a

A.W. Walker & Son,

TARB

cm.

-S1.7S- I

COAL.

PORTLAND AWI>

VOM

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

cleanses, eoothesand heala
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
«way a cold Id the bead

j

NCW

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Ely's Cream Balm

South.

ITNCCT,

The Oxford Democrat
—

In all its stages there
should be cleauliuei··.

in all sizes

Γ» «VMUf

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Nasal

grain

I lives.Jjut

TMC etNTMM MMMOT.

BLOCK,

Vnnfh Pwrl«.

Dry

trick.
Her kitten soon learned the same
A lady tells of a rabbit that she keeps
that
in ii cage with a monkey and says
of the
many
Hnnnle has caught
starvmonkey's ways. It is said that
ing pigeons that have been brought up
will not eat peas to save their

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Wheeler,

W. J.

^trlcken."—Harper's

What Worried

CASTORIA

The Kind Yon Hate Always Bought

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Faculty of Imitation In Animal·.
quickly.
Some animals have wonderful powers
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
in
tlie
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief la imof imitation. Dogs brought up
known to mediate and a cure follows. It is sot drying—docs
company of cats have been
not produce sneezing. Large Six·, 60 eeota at Drug·
acquire the trick of Iickiug the paws
10 cents by mall.
a gilts or by mail ; Trial Size,
awl then washing the fuce. When
SLY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New Totk.
cat has been taught to sit up for food
her kittens have been kn«wu to imicat
tate her action. Darwin tells of a
that was in the habit of putting her
of a narrow milk
paw Into the mouth
she got the chance
time
ever)'
wood
pitcher
We are now
and then licking the creatu off her paw.

"He was talking about this woman he
had known, and that woman he had
known, and all these women, it seemed,
had married.
Weekly.
"
'Why, you,' I said, 'are in danger of
don't
get
too,
left.
you,
Why
getting
Ont of Place.
married, before it is too late?"
Aunt Prisms—1 am shocked at you,
"
'Ob,' said the bachelor with a
You permitted young Mr.
chuckle, 'there are still plenty of good Mapde.

able doubt about

on a summer

air!

ter! And perhaps
day
"
give people civil answers when they bint easy enough.'
but
ask you civil questions, young man;
*
An Elephant'· Toothache.
my opinion is you won'tl"
I have In my possession an elephant's
"Yes, ma'am P* gasped the bookingclerk.—London Answers.
tooth, partially decayed. The animal
belonged to my father, who was in the
Congressmen's Stories of Shooting East Indian civil service at MoradaIrons.
bad, and as the tooth caused the ani(Washington Times.)
mal so much pain that it interfered
"Shooting irons, as the boys out my with Its eating my father, with the asof
way call firearme, have been the cause
sistance of the mahout's son sitting on
said
Representative the elephant's head and telling him to
many deaths,"
Gregg of Texas, "and I never read of a be quiet, extracted the tooth by means
death by -this route that I am not reThe
iron bar and rope.
minded of an inscription which can be of hammer,
used to like to have
found on a tombstone in one of the grateful animal
for
churchyards in the State of Arkansas. It his gums dressed with tow and gin
reads:
days after the operation. As this hap41
'This stone is sakred to the tnemry of pened before 1842, no anaesthetic
William Hardy, who came to his death could have Imhmi used.—London Field.
by fooling with a Colt's revolver, one of
the old kind, brass mounted, and of
London Built oa Sponvci,
"
such is the kingdom of heaven.'
One could surely And no worse
Caroof
Johnson
South
Representative
to build upon than a bed of
lina, who was a listener said: "Guess ground
tbe bath.
the inscription is all right, but it's pow- sponges such as we use for
erful bad punctuation—about as bad as And yet London has for Its subsoil
that which nukes an inscription read ouly sponges, although we call them
awfully funny on a tombstone in a flints. Once they grew as sponges do
burial ground in my state. I have never now in salt water shallows, and they
seen it, but have been told that it reade:
are found in layers petrifled among
"'Erected to the memory of John
chalk of southern England. The
as a the
Dawson, who was accidentally shot
"
Thames valley chalk has been melted
mark of affection by his brother.'
carried away
"I told one of my Republican friends like so much sugar and
about this and he simply laughed and with the running waters, but the flints
said that we people of South Carolina have been left bellind. and on these tbe
had peculiar ways of showing our af- whole city of London has found Its
fection."
excellent foundations.

embarassing poHe was scratching his bead with his
unexpected the
call for a simple or penholder, and seemed to be in consider-

enjoyed

summer

to

no

afternoon, and is easily made as follows:
Make a quart of stroag coffee, sweeten
with a large heaping oupful of sugar;
let cool, add gradually to a quart of rich
cream which has been whipped well.
Freeze as ice cream and serve in glasses.

quickly,

big tooth
And I might
out
the thing with patent
Blow
Maxlmite."
So he pla'-ed a cartridge near the
must come out

Wmbln(toB Could Ran.
"As to running." said Parson Weems
in bis book on George Washington,
"tbe swift footed Achilles could scarcehe
have matched bis speed. 'Egad,
ly
I
resolute widow at the booking-office ran wonderfully!' said my amiable and
who
window.
aged friend, John Fitzhugh, Esq.,
"You'll have to irait five hours, knew him well. 'We had nobody herema'am."
abouts who could come near him.
"I don't think so."
of
There was young Langhorn Dade
than
better
know,
''Well, perhaps you
Westmoreland, a confounded, clean
I do?"
fellow and a mighty
'•Yes, sir! And perhaps you know bet- made, tight young
he was no
ter than I do whether I am expecting to swift runner, too; but. then,
travel by that train myself, or whether I match for George. Langy, indeed, did
am inquiring for a relative that's visitnot like to give up and would brag
ing at my house. And may be you think that sometimes he had brought George
it's your business to stand behind there
to a tie. Hut I believe be was mistakand try to instruct people about things
for I have seen them run together
en.
if
not
betthey know as well as you do,
beat
many a time, and George always
vou'll learn some

need

CAFE FBAPPK.

I

I VIU bite your head off quickly,
And you'll see
That I won't stand monkey business

caped with slight wounds in the head.
"In old shells the fragments are meant
to kili or wound. The explosive is there
merely to burst the shell and give additional impetus to the fragments. In
the new shells the explosive itself is
meant to kill. The function of the
shells is simply to convey the explosive
to the desired spot."
Dr. Wada said he did not know the
limits in which the shell kills or wounds
seriously. But the instance described
above proves that it is not very large.
Referring to the numerous cases of suppuration of wounds caused by pieces of
entering with the fragments of

weather, becomes an easy matter in
these days. The high class grocers as fish in the sea.'
"
'But the bait,' said I—'isn't there
well as the large department stores,
M
offer for euch situations an overgener- danger of the bait becoming stale?'
ous

me

Du declare

The shell referred to exploded and blew
the petty officer to atoms. There was
absolutely nothing found of him afterward. Count Nirod, who was standing
next to him, was also blown to pieces,

appropriate seasoning, minced sardines
with lemon juice and paprika, also sandwiches of orange or pineapple marmaTaking Down a Bachelor..
lade. Very thin cuts of i<ie cream may
Jefferson believes in early
Joseph
be offered between slices of pound cake.
At Yale recently he advised
marriages.
almonds
salted
Small features such as
aa aoon

GENUINE

fortlSS.

True's Elixir

No.

earth Is making all thl«

m^71TAthfe,,bre?kf"t

French dressing, broiled sardines, stuffed
crabs or clams, chicken in various forms
A very delicious and attractive entree
may be made of canned or potted chicken in small pyramids covered with aspic clothing
of light.
Dr. Wada suggested that the
an obstinate jelly and served in small individual forms a shell,
from
letter
a
Subtract
in
hiidrvn art» troubled with worm·,
with mayonnaise, or with tiny French Government ehould make a new rule
fur eoaiethiiiK elle. A few dutee ot
the
to
remaining
letter
a
add
animal,
for
Sale
Horse
Team
and a cream sauce. Then green the navy that whenever a fight is expectpease
an
make
to
them
and
transpose
letters
man shall have his body well
Or exchange for a good, low down, good
peppers, scooped out and filled with ed every
_1 w..rin«if tbeyriitt, andproraarai»,
illuminât in-.- aeriform fluid.
disinfected.
salmon, or chicken and ham, bread- washed and his clothing
able ion»· If there are ih> » orau. a&e »« irugtuu.
walking mare that will weigh 1000 to
measfrom
musical
Subtract a letter
T. TKCK A te, Aitan. ■·>
crumbs, cream and a beaten egg, and a He continued:
llOOpoundn. No white horses wanted.
letof
our men in
rule
the
ure. add a letter to the remaining
"Happily it is
savory seasoning and baked, make an
M> mare is a good worker and weigh*
There is an the army and navy always to go into
ters and· transpose them to make a effective and delicious dish.
about 1^00 pounds.
endless variety of substantial and dainty battle in the newest and cleanest unimeasure of length.
C. C. DEARBORN,
J. WALDO NASH,
form. This is not for sanitary consideraWest Paris, Me.
Subtract a letter from to mislay, add salads which it would be superfluous to
"
',atan
Tl,·
salarf,, nf tions, but it works the right way all the
a letter tjj, the remaining letters and
seasonable character should find a place same."
truns|iose them to make an auction.
Buttermilk
at either luncheon or dinner, or both of
The Intimidating Widow.
these meals, without fail, each day. CotMAS0NI0 BLOCK,
One
for pigs for sale at Creamery.
N'a. 1UO.—Word Square·.
does the next train that stop·
"When
cheese
or
Neufchatel
cream
may
A western state. tage,
South Paris, Me. Telephone Connection.
asked the
I.—1. A covering.
cent per gillon.
NORWAY.
be whipped with pure cream, and served at Montrose leave here?"

WOOD ASHES FOR 5ALE|

on

Awful pSfc»?
If I stand it longer. I will

Stl'nffin0'

diïh,eLhi

dam

System

Can you tell

a. iSS-rts-fTwaa
«iîK?0 *î

or

stone

Ruts
ind
Builds up
th·

80 she went and rang the little
Doctor's bell.
And she said: "Oh. Mr. Monkey.

ve-l

Ϊ "earned,
?Zt'Dg
creamed
toast; curried

together with four acres of land formerly occupied by the Knights

"I here tried many kind· «#
medicines for hetdeche and
bilious affections, and conalder the True "L. F.' Atwood'»
Bitters the bsst of all, especially for general debility. I
have received great benefit
from Its use. and therefor·
(Ire you thl» testimonial."— ^
W. Thohmtoh, Chairman Selectmen, Choetervtll·. Main·

A
Wonderful

had!

monkey doctor I will
Go this day
And see what science he
Can bring to play."

I

guten

by IT. A. Shurtleff A Co.

For Sale.
privilege and

ever

The True "L f."

To the

afterward.
radish, chicken consomme, clam broth only one arm being found
The
bouillon hot, or jellied, and served icè The two sailors stood a way off.
clams explosion tore all the flesh from the
cold. Crabmeat and soft-shell
of their legs, which had to
may be prepared in the same manner as lower parts
RudiU8in* the chafing- be amputated afterward. Capt.
V too, may be utilized in neff was still a little further off and esdish, which,

«kick aalla for 30c.
»i)ini hff ι. α oewirr * oa. owioa—

The mill

aboard the Talbot think that most of the
When the children's appetite· begin I havoc was doe to shrapnel.
earn-1
0'ten happens during the
Dr. Wada, Staff Surgeon of the Japamer, the distressed mother will find nese Navy, has given a correspondent
I
a
results through offering
i
the following details in regard ro shigratifying
iainty, alluring refection on the home I mose, the aecret explosive used by the
Dr. Wada had twenty-four of
porch.
I Japanese.
the worst cases after they had been
HBEAKFAST SUGGESTIONS.
aboard the Pascal for four days and
Suggeetione for breakfast on the
where most of the fragments had already
He extracted some
been extracted.
more fragments, all of which he said
were "undoubtedly parts of high explosive shells."
uncooked.
dispensing
""ί.
I The doctor showed a parcel containing
until colder weather.
JUt chabng dish may be brought into fragments extracted by one man. The
and
a
presenting such features as largest piece was two inohes long
jy1*?
stewed kidney, tripe creamed or a la I half an inch wide at the greatest point.
The next
arrow.
Lyonnaise; smoked beef, creamed or It was shaped like an
size of hazel
with scrambled eggs; minced bam on two pieces were about the
toMt, creamed codfish, scrambled em nuts. The other fragments, numbering
to a
»nd tomatoes, eggs in various forms, and 120, ranged in size from a pin head
full grown pea.
omelettes of ham, parsley and rice.
An examination of the largest piece
\\ atercress should become a staple acthat the outer walls of the shell
companiment to this season's breakfast; showed
were not more than three-eights of an
orisp radishes and cucumbers may be
light break- inch, and that it was fired from nothing
infer''I>0Ppvers,"
tOMt of entire smaller than a 6-inch gun. The
bread8'
j' etc., should be presented. ence is that nothing but the best of steel
wheat bread,
pAn be used to stand the pressure on the
SOUTHEBN KICK BBEAD.

«htn

ska.

Supplies.

luncheon and five o'clock tea.

SlU

waki«iaan4aa
Ko4ol 0%aato What Yo« Bat
and relievaa the stomach of all isnw
strala aad the heart of all pressure.
Bettes miy. |l.00 She holdlac 2H tteas theMd

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

I

bore of the gun. Nothing but a high exdoes not include
plosive could smash a strong steel shell
'oHowIng formula will give a into sucb minute fragments.
famous man.
feature:
Dr. Wada in operating on twelve «allCrosswords: 1. Whole. 2. A hole. 3. nutritious, inviting, satisfying
Make a batter as follows: Mix a ure did not find a larger fragment than
A number. 4. To perform. 5. A child.
tablespoonful of butter with half a cup- the one described. There were no indi►>. Sick. 7. A conjunction.
ful of soft-boiled rice, add the yolks of cations of shrapnel. He described how
wel1 heaten and a cupful of on decks made slippery with blood he
So. 15«i.—t'roninoril Ell(M·.
milk, sift in next half a cupful of flour, saw small bits of bone scattered everyIn
sin;
not
but
My first Is In hatred,
a teaspoonful of yellow corn-meal, and a where.
He stumbled over an arm here
My second in necklace, but not In pin;
very scant teaspoonful of baking-powder. and a leg there. He saw men with their
My third is In anchor, but not in rope;
Add a dash of salt to the whites of two abdomens carried away and the flesh
My fourth In romorse. but not In hope;
eggs and beat to a stiff froth. Fold this torn off their bodies. Nothing but a
My ftfth Is in leather and also In tan;
in quick y and lightly to the remainder
My whole is a part of every man.
high explosive shell, he said, could have
of the mixture. Pour into small layer- caused such effects.
a
cake pans and bake in a hot oven until
Sis. 1ST.—Geographical Paul*.
The wounds caused by such a shell
golden-brown, which will take from were no worse than those resulting from
one
twelve to fifteen minutes. Remove
old-fashioned shells or shrapnel. If a
Λ
♦ ☆ Λ <r ft
serving plate, bot- man was lucky enough not to be killed
e. 'ayers to the well
entire
it
the
-it
ir
over
tom side up. Butter
* £ ir it
he had a very good chance of getting off
surface. Place another layer over this unhurt or with very slight wounds, but
h ύ it <r it it it
and butter generously as you would
they were meant to kill. The doctor
■k ύ it it it it it
spread jelly on a layer cake. The top continued:
and
side
js
to
be
up,
top
placed
layer
"Two sailors $tood on the bridge with
also well buttered. Cover all with a
Rudineff, Count Nlrod and a petty
Capt.
deep dish and place in the oven until officer. One of the new shells struck the
2.
in
Canada.
Crosswords: 1. A city
ready to be served.
petty officer. The new shelle are proExtreme Joy. 3. Pressing. 4. AccordSUGGESTIONS FOR LUNCHEONS.
vided with fuses and take effect not only
To
Λ small wheel. 6.
with parts of
lug to nature.
\ arious full luncheon menus may be on contact with water, but
perform to excess. 7. A great cataract made up from the following suggestions; the rigging, living men, even clothing—
the resistance is suffiInitials: A city in New Jersey.
or ideas may be also taken for a simpler in fact, wherever
out cient to alter the speed ever so little.

nl
Mr. D. KaeWa,sf Nevada. O..save: lha* I
kMU»ad«Mha M state «a I had laat trœbls
■aaa. ι aa mai Dreesa Car» w at as

Sold

"Oh. thi3 pain." said Mrs. Hippo,
"Drives me mad!
It's the very worst toothache

?f

Nlnety-alae el ewsqr
Are duet·
eue hoadred people who have heart «walla
aaa remember whea it waa simple Mlm>
Ma. It la a scientific fact that all aaasa sf
heart tea·, aat organic. ara aat oah
traceable te, hat am the tfrect naolt al ladl·
the stomach
gesMoa. All feed taken iota fermenta
sad
which falls el perfect digestion
it
νψ agalnetthe
■veils the stomach, puffing
heart. Thia laterferaa with the acttoa «I
the heart, and la the course ef time thai

HEADQUARTERS EOR

1 aid you when you eat;

I help the farmer at his work
And when he breaks his faat;

Jungle Dentistry |

I

In summer

Tor

Foil.»

|o

me

Wherever two roads meet.
give out music oftentimes;

1

Mr.
Briw

probably patentable.
tUm»strictIjf conMeiitiaL HuiMiboofcoti
ι«

154.—Riddle.
almost any day

31·.
You'll find

Relieve the aches of a bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

....

found.
Three words to be
5. Distrustful.
found.
6. Machinations. Three words to be
found, j

Kidney Pills

Doan's

EXPERIENCE

Patents

found.
2. Absolutely. Two words to be found.
Three words to be
3. Distracted.
found.
Three words to be
4. Distressful.

Hard te keep up
With any Kidney illaf

60 YEA*»'

Four words to be

Disapprove.

1.

up stock

Comer Main and Danforth

as

Littk

war were shrapnel or high explosive
Hospitality.
shells. The Russians are divided in
ahouId
veranda
the
days
opinion. The French and Italian officers
xmantute a continuous "living-room," I aboard the crosiers Pascal and Elba are
*nd here may be presented at times, if I of the opinion that little if any shrapnel
aot permanently, the family break fût was used. The British officers who were
I

Veranda

Carpets

Wool
to

—

/\0 Aoinjal S-~ry

on
*

rails

MODEL

remove

as

50 cts.DoWB
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in the

are

they

easy

are

without bolts.
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put

50 cts.. w..k «
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